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3 CPD HOURS                                OND203NZA07A                               $335

Chair: Inger Blackford, Barrister, Trinity Chambers

Recent Family Law and Property Division Cases: Disputes Update
Recent cases and decisions, their significance, and their impact on your 
practice and your clients.

 ɓ Presented by Johanna Robertson, Barrister and Mediator

Estates Litigation Updates
 · Family Protection Act 1955 recent decisions of interest
 · Testamentary capacity: Implications for practitioners
 · Undue influence
 · The deceased’s final resting place: family conflict

 ɓ Presented by Calina Tataru, Senior Associate, Simpson Grierson

Clients Behaving Badly
 · Managing difficult clients
 · Presenting your client’s case: putting their best foot forward
 · Interacting with self-represented litigants
 · Awareness of your ethical and legal obligations

 ɓ Presented by Sarah Jerebine, Barrister and Sam Lowery, Barrister, Bankside 

Chambers

SESSION 1: FAMILY, RELATIONSHIP PROPERTY AND 
ESTATES DISPUTES 

Litigating in any context is complex, but the commonality across all disputes is achieving your client’s goals in an efficient and cost-effective 
manner. Hear from legal experts as they provide you with the key updates and essential skills to managing family law and estates disputes 
effectively. You will examine commercial litigation hotspots, consider employment investigations and mediation in employment disputes, 
and receive practical guidance on how to manage the litigation process and understand litigation funding. Attend the full day or choose the 
sessions that interests you.

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $810
UP TO 10 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA07 

10 HOURS IN ONE DAY FOR LITIGATION 
AND DISPUTES LAWYERS

4 CPD HOURS                           OND203NZA07C                                       $405

4 CPD HOURS                             OND203NZA07B                                     $335

SESSION 3: CRITICAL ISSUES IN LITIGATION AND 
MANAGING EMPLOYMENT DISPUTES 

SESSION 2: COMMERCIAL LITIGATION HOT SPOTS 
 

10 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 10 CPD HOURS

Chair: Nic Scampion, Barrister, Shortland Chambers 

Contract Disputes: Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017
 · Update on claims for damages for misrepresentation under s35 CCLA
 · Establishing misrepresentation by silence: Were the right questions 
asked?

 · Exclusion of liability clauses: ss 34 and 50 CCLA and the interest rate 
swap cases

 · Relationship between claims for misrepresentation under s35 CCLA, s9 
Fair Trading Act, and claims for negligent misstatement

 ɓ Presented by Ben Russell, Partner, Lane Neave

Calculating Lost Profits: Commercial Damages
A primer on the basis and approach to calculating lost profits in 
commercial disputes
 · Context of the lost profits damages claim
 · Performing credible lost profits analyses
 · Establishing evidence in lost profits calculations
 · Hot spots in calculating lost profits

 ɓ Presented by Jay Shaw, Partner, Grant Thornton New Zealand

Chair: Robbie Bryant, Senior Associate, SBM Legal

Running a Paperless Litigation File from Start to Finish (Including 
Trial)
 · Technology tools required:

 - The start of the file: meeting client, obtaining documents & filing/
sorting

 - Managing the pleadings and discovery
 - Running a mediation using an iPad or tablet only
 - Preparing for trial
 - Running a trial with no paper

 ɓ Presented by James Skinner, Director, Skinners Law

           PANEL DISCUSSION

Litigation Finance and Class Actions
Hear from a leading panel of experts as they discuss the increasing 
rise of litigation funding and class actions as strong access to justice 
routes in New Zealand.

ɓ  Panelists: Callum McLean, Director, McLean Law; Kate Sheehan, Director, 

Kate Sheehan Lawyers; Andrew Colgan, Senior Associate, McElroys 

Mediation in Employment Disputes
 · Overview of the mediation process
 · Role of private mediation
 · Optimal preparation for mediation
 · Documentation useful from the mediators point of view
 · Overview of the changes in settlement

 ɓ Presented by David Fleming, Barrister

Employment Investigations: Tips and Practical Guidance
 · Why investigate?
 · The role of independent investigators
 · When an independent investigator should be used
 · Determining the scope of the brief
 · Tips for sound investigation practices

 ɓ Presented by Judith Scott, Mediation and Employment Investigation 
Specialist, Judith Scott & Associates

Learning Objectives:
 · Consider recent and significant family law and property 

division cases
 · Examine the key issues arising in estates litigation
 · Enhance your skills in responding to difficult clients

 · Receive an update on claims for damages for misrepresentation 
under the Contract and Commercial Law Act 2017

 · Learn useful tips to calculate lost profits in commercial disputes
 · Reflect on the process currently underway to reform legislation 

governing insurance contracts 

 · Gain practical tips on how to utilise technology in litigation and run a 
paperless trial

 · Understand the area of litigation finance and its relation to class actions
 · Benefit from essential practice guidance on mediating employment 

disputes
 · Consider the role of employment investigations and gain tips for sound 

investigation practices

         INSURANCE LAW REFORM

Insurance Law Reform and Case Law Update
An update of the process currently underway to reform New 
Zealand’s legislation governing insurance contracts, and a brief 
discussion of recent insurance law judgments from our senior courts.

ɓ  Presented by Andrew Colgan, Senior Associate, McElroys 

7TH 
ANNUAL

10 HOURS LITIGATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=849-7th-annual-10-hours-in-one-day-for-litigation-and-disputes-lawyers-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3729
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3 CPD HOURS                            OND203NZA18A                                      $335

3 CPD HOURS                           OND203NZA18C                                       $405

4 CPD HOURS                             OND203NZA18B                                     $335

Chair: Shelley Eden, Partner, Shieff Angland 

Employment Law Update 
Analyse the latest developments and hot topics in employment related 
legislation and case law.

 ɓ Presented by Alison Maelzer, Partner, Hesketh Henry 

Analysing Quantum in Employment Law Claims 
 · Assessing claims for hurt, humiliation  and loss of dignity compensation
 · Assessing contribution by the employee, and likely deductions
 · Claims for loss of earnings
 · Claims for “loss of other benefit”

 ɓ Presented by John Hannan, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Proposed Reforms to the Relationship (Property) Act 1976 
In June the Law Commission reported back to the Government following 
its review of the Property (Relationships) Act 1976. In this seminar Henry 
Brandts-Giesen and Sarah Kelly will discuss the Law Commission’s 
recommendations for reform and their impacts.

 ɓ Presented by Henry Brandts-Giesen, Partner and Sarah Kelly, Associate, 
Kensington Swan

SESSION 1: EMPLOYMENT LAW AND RELATIONSHIP 
PROPERTY ROUNDUP  

SESSION 3: BUSINESS SALES, PROPERTY LAW AND 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 

SESSION 2: PRACTICAL COMMERCIAL LAW UPDATES 

Do you want to get all your CPD done in one day instead of scraping hours together bit by bit?  If the answer is ‘yes’ then this programme is 
your last chance! Attend and enjoy an efficient and information packed day that will strengthen your legal practice in 2020 and beyond.

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $810
UP TO 10 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND203NZA18 

10 HOURS IN ONE DAY CRITICAL UPDATES 
FOR ALL LAWYERS

10 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 10 CPD HOURS

Chair: Antonia Shanahan, Principal, Greenwood Roche Project 
Lawyers 

Resource Management Update for Commercial and Property 
Lawyers 
 · Update on RMA issues in the sale or purchase of land or businesses
 · Resource management reforms and their potential impact on 
commercial and property lawyers and their clients

 ɓ Presented by Stuart Ryan, Barrister, Ākarana Chambers

Sale and Purchase of Real Estate: Warranties in Agreements
 · Obligations on vendors
 · Obligations on purchasers
 · Top tips for effective due diligence by purchasers (and their lawyers) 
 · Key vendor warranty provisions in the ADLS residential agreement for 
sale and purchase:

 - Clause 7.1: Notices, demands, requisitions, requirements the vendor 
is aware of

 - Clause 7.2: chattels, work undertaken on the property and warrant 
of fitness

 · Recent claims involving alleged breaches of warranty
 · Pre-contractual representations in residential sale and purchase 
transactions

 - When have the Courts held parties liable?

 ɓ Presented by Georgina Grant, Partner, Rainey Law 

Upcoming Building Regulatory Reform and how this will Impact the 
Construction Sector
 · Discussion of likely reforms:

 - Building products and methods
 - Occupational regulation
 - Risk and liability
 - Building levy
 - Offences Penalties and public notification

 · How reform to building regulation could affect contracting practices in 
the construction industry and the design and construct model

 ɓ Presented by Helen Macfarlane, Partner, Hesketh Henry 

Chair: Harshad Shiba, Lawyer - Director, Quantum Law Limited 

AML/CFT Issues for Lawyers: Update and Top Tips 
 · Overview of the AML/CFT regime for lawyers
 · Emerging due diligence issues
 · Lawyers are different!: key compliance issues 
 · Cost-saving strategies
 · PTRs, SARs and legal privilege
 · DIA’s relationship with the legal profession

 ɓ Presented by Neil Russ, Director, Russ + Associates

Changing Trustee 
 · Mechanics under the Trusts Act 2019, Fiduciary power?, Removal 
of trustees: capacity concerns, bankruptcy and absent trustees, 
Transferring trust property, Drafting tips

 ɓ  Presented by Mary Joy Simpson, Partner and Emma Tonkin, Partner, 
Hesketh Henry 

What to do When Your Organisation or Your Client’s Business Faces 
a Crisis
 · Shareholder support and security
 · Insurance or can I sue?
 · Compromise with creditors
 · Administration & Walking away

 ɓ Presented by Bret Gustafson, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland Chambers  

Insurance and Risk Update: Tips and Trends 
 · The Supreme Court’s deals with assignment of insurance claims: Xu and 
Diamantina Trust Limited v IAG New Zealand Limited [2019] NZSC 68

 · Misleading and deceptive conduct by an insurer and the duty of good 
faith: Dodds v Southern Response Earthquake Services

 · Emerging claims, trends and the rising cyber risk

 ɓ Presented by Brad Cuff, Partner, DLA Piper 

Update on Franchising
 · Update on restraint of trade clauses
 · Good faith in franchising
 · Unfair Commercial Practices in franchising

 ɓ Presented by Deirdre Watson, Barrister; Vice Chair Franchise Association of 
New Zealand

Learning Objectives:
 · Consider the biggest developments in employment law in 2020
 · Guidance on assessing the quantum of employment claims
 · Examine the proposed reforms to the Relationship (Property) Act 1976 

 · Gain practical tips on emerging issues in AML/CFT compliance
 · Practical tips how to remove or retire a trustee
 · Ensure you’re across how to respond to a business crisis
 · Receive an update on the latest development in insurance law
 · Stay across the latest developments in franchising

 · Consider the RMA issues that arise  when buying or selling 
a business

 · Understand warranties in property sales or purchases 
 · Ensure you are across the Building Regulation reforms and the 

effect on contracting

7TH 
ANNUAL

10 HOURS

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=880-7th-annual-10-hours-in-one-day-critical-updates-for-all-lawyers-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3842
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Chair: Helen Macfarlane, Partner, Hesketh Henry

Construction Disputes Case Update 
Analyse the latest building and construction cases and consider the vital 
takeaways you can apply to your practice. High Court cases involving 
defective buildings, and disputes regarding payments, variations, delays, 
earthquake strengthening and asbestos.

 ɓ Presented by Graeme Christie, Barrister, Bankside Chambers and Lily 

Kennedy-Perkins, Solicitor, Simpson Grierson

Proposed Reforms to Building Regulations Latest Updates and how it 
may Significantly Impact Your Contracting Practices  
 · Discussion of likely reforms:

 - Building products and methods
 - Occupational regulation
 - Risk and liability
 - Building levy
 - Offences Penalties and public notification

 · How reform to building regulation could affect contracting practices in 
the construction industry and the design and construct model

 ɓ Presented by Helen Macfarlane, Partner, Hesketh Henry

Recent Developments in Insolvency and Bankruptcy Law: What it 
Means for Your Construction Practice 
 · Bankruptcy issues for builders and suppliers
 · Effects on contractors and subcontractors
 · A recent high profile case that has drawn much attention is the multi-
million dollar collapsed Mainzeal construction company claim

 ɓ Presented by Glen Holm-Hansen, Senior Associate, Hesketh Henry

Preventing Pain: Conflict Avoidance and De-escalating Disputes on 
Construction Projects
 · Project inception: striking the right balance when tendering and 
allocating risk

 · Getting off on the right foot: creating the right project culture (and 
keeping it)

 · When it does go wrong: how to minimise the time, costs and pain when 
disputes arise

 ɓ Presented by Scott Thompson, Senior Associate, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA11 

Gain the latest strategies you need to minimise the threat of 
insolvency, overcome disputes over liability and building materials 
and new building regulations. There’s a lot to keep up with if you 
want to avoid risk and messy disputes. Attend and leave prepared 
to avoid costly conflict and maintain the upper hand when disputes 
arise. Don’t be caught out. Prepare ahead. 

CONSTRUCTION LAW: CRITICAL 
UPDATES, CASES AND DISPUTES

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Examine proposed reforms to Building Regulations and their potential impact
 · Receive a critical update on construction cases and disputes
 · Gain a deeper understanding of developments in insolvency and bankruptcy
 · Examine practical strategies for conflict avoidance and de-escalating disputes on construction 

projects

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION

The  More 
You Attend, 
The More 
You Save! 

Pricing Table

Mix and match seminars and webinars 
and if you register them in one 
transaction, pay only the price below.

*This Pricing Model was last updated on 24 April 2020 
and are subject to change.

PRICING PER 
UNIT

PRICE PER UNIT RATE

1 Hour $125 $125.00

2 Hours $245 $122.50

3 Hours $335 $111.66

4 Hours $405 $101.25

5 Hours $490 $98.00

6 Hours $585 $97.50
7 Hours $665 $95.00

8 Hours $750 $93.75

9 Hours $775 $86.11

10 Hours $810 $81.00

Please please call us on 09 
3633322 or write an email to info@
legalwiseseminars.com.au to receive 
reduced registration fee.

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=691-construction-law-critical-updates-cases-and-disputes&event=2927
mailto:info%40legalwiseseminars.com.au?subject=
mailto:info%40legalwiseseminars.com.au?subject=
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IN-HOUSE COUNSEL SUMMIT
RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $665
UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA01

5TH 
ANNUAL

4 CPD HOURS                         OND203NZA01A                                        $405 3 CPD HOURS                       OND203NZA01B                                           $335

Chair: Rob Towner, Barrister, Richmond Chambers

The New Privacy Era: What In-House Lawyers Need to Know
 · The new privacy era

 - GDPR and GDPR-isation
 · The new NZ Privacy Act

 - Mandatory data breach reporting
 - Offshoring data
 - New enforcement powers

 · What’s next? 

 ɓ Presented by Emma Pond, Director, Simply Privacy

New Zealand Consumer Law Update: New FTA Prohibitions on the 
Horizon
 · The proposed prohibition on unconscionable conduct: What conduct 
will be caught?

 · Extension of the unfair contract terms regime tB2B contracts:  What 
terms will create risk?

 · Enforcement experience to date on the equivalent prohibitions in 
Australia, and practical tips in readiness for these prohibitions arriving 
in New Zealand

 ɓ Presented by Troy Pilkington, Partner, Russell McVeagh

Employment Law: Recent Changes and Cases
 · Changes in employment law

 - Potential changes the Holidays Act
 - Amendment on triangular employment
 - Domestic violence-related entitlements

 · Recent themes in employment case law
 - Increasing compensation awards
 - Key Holidays Act cases
 - Key collective bargaining cases

 ɓ Presented by Ethelred Chey, Senior Associate, Jennifer Mills & Associates

Negotiating Employment Agreements: Watertight or Full of Holes?
 · The legal requirements in employment agreements
 · Current trends in employment agreement terms
 · Letters of offer and what constitutes acceptance
 · Negotiating the outcomes you want

 ɓ Presented by Julie Hardaker, Director, Julie Hardaker Lawyers

SESSION 1: CRITICAL UPDATES AND TRENDS FOR IN-
HOUSE COUNSEL 

SESSION 2: IN-HOUSE STRATEGIES, LEADERSHIP ROLES 
AND OPERATIONS 

Understanding business and being able to work across many specialisations is essential in order to excel in your role as in-house counsel. 
This Summit will to give you latest updates in the key specialist areas including privacy and data, consumer law, intellectual property and 
employment law. Join a room full of leading experts and the ILANZ 2019 In-House Legal Team of the Year as they equip you with the essential 
knowledge and skills to enrich your in-house operations, leadership and decision making.

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

Chair: Mike Travis, General Counsel, Harmoney

IP Considerations for In-House Counsel
Practical guidance and a summary of important concepts on:
 · Trade marks
 · Copyright
 · Confidential information
 · Patents
 · Design registration
 · Intellectual property strategy

 ɓ Presented by Paul Johns, Head of Dispute Resolution, Baldwins Intellectual 

Property

In-House Counsel Leading Transformative Change
In October 2018 the Government launched the Greater Christchurch 
Claims Resolution Service (the GCCRS) – a new service to help broker 
outstanding residential earthquake insurance claims in Christchurch. 
A large proportion of outstanding claims are stalled by apparent 
engineering disputes. Engineering New Zealand’s small in-house legal 
team led the establishment of an independent engineering service to 
navigate the differences of engineering opinion, in support of claims 
resolution through the GCCRS – from initial planning, design, multi-
stakeholder engagement and the implementation of the service itself. 
This project has been operating successfully since the end of 2018.

In this session you will discuss:
 · Why in-house lawyers are perfectly placed to lead innovative 
responses to strategic problems of this nature, both within their 
organisations and across the communities they serve

 · Practical tips that in-house teams can use when stepping into these 
critical leadership roles

 ɓ Presented by Helen Davidson, General Manager – Legal and Policy, 

Engineering New Zealand; ILANZ 2019 In-House Legal Team of the Year and NZ 

Law Awards 2019 Finalist In-House Legal Team of the Year

Strategies to Improve In-House Legal Operations
It’s well-recognised that the rapidly growing role of the in-house lawyer 
brings with it an increasing need to improve the effectiveness of in-
house legal teams; to do more with less, to work smarter not harder, and 
so on. But how do you actually go about doing that? 

In this session, Stephen will share:
 · Practical ways to improve your in-house legal operations
 · Tools and tips to help you work better as an individual, and as a team
 · How to (hopefully) work smarter and live better

 ɓ Presented by Stephen Mullins, General Manager, LOD

Learning Objectives:
 · Examine the implications of privacy and GDPR for in-house counsel
 · Be updated on changes to consumer laws
 · Receive critical updates on employment law changes and cases
 · Learn how to successfully negotiate employment agreements

Learning Objectives:
 · Gain insight into the key IP considerations for in-house counsel
 · Gain a deeper understanding of how in-house lawyers can lead innovative 

responses in project development and decision making
 · Benefit from practical strategies on how to improve in-house legal operations

7

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=843-5th-annual-inhouse-counsel-summit-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3698
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Chair: Simon Ladd, Partner, Bell Gully

Insurance Contract Law Review 
 · Reform of the duty of disclosure
 · Unfair contract terms
 · Reform of ss 9, 10 & 11 Insurance Law Reform Act 1977
 · Reform of s 9 Law Reform Act 1936

 ɓ Presented by Crossley Gates, Partner, Keegan Alexander; Leading Individual - 

Insurance, Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2019

Insurance Litigation and General Case Update  
 · Assignment of rights under policies
 · Class actions
 · Professional negligence
 · The new CEIT (the WHT in disguise?)

 ɓ Presented by Oliver Collette-Moxon, Barrister, Princes Chambers

Building Legislative Reform: Implications for the Insurance Sector    
 · Building product liability
 · Penalties
 · Compulsory guarantees and insurance products?

 ɓ Presented by Christina Bryant, Partner, Hesketh Henry; Recommended 

Individual - Insurance, Real Estate and Construction, Legal 500 Asia Pacific 2019

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA15 

Right now the Insurance law landscape is changing at a rapid pace 
so it is essential that you stay up to date with what is new and what 
to expect in the year to come. Attend and examine the implications 
of the Contract Law Review and Building Legislative reform, critical 
developments in case law and litigation and their impact on the 
insurance sector in New Zealand.

INSURANCE LAW: FACING THE 
CHANGES 

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3

Shareholder Agreements: Exit Provisions and Other Key 
Considerations                                                               
 · Taking security for shareholder advances
 · Exit provisions: key considerations
 · Appointment and removal of directors
 · Decision making
 · Shareholders, directors and conflicts of interest
 · Whether to include ‘Companies Act’ provisions in a Shareholder 
Agreement or a Constitution

 · Restraints and confidentiality

 ɓ Presented by Bret Gustafson, Barrister

 ɓ Chair: Laura O’Gorman, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $125
1 CPD HOUR  >click here to see online OND203NZA04F

COMMERCIAL LAW AND 
BUSINESS  IN FOCUS

1 ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR
Learning Objectives:
 · Gain practical skills relating to exit provisions in shareholder agreements

Learning Objectives:
 · Receive critical updates on the latest decisions and legislation
 · Reflect on current earthquake cases and their impact on insurance law
 · Consider the implications of the Building Legislative Reform 

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=857-insurance-law-facing-the-changes-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3763
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=878-commercial-law-and-business-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3824
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Chair: Graeme Reeves, Director, Reeves Lawyers Limited; Chief 
Gambling Commissioner on the Gambling Commission, Chair of the 
NZ Visual Arts Trust (a Charitable Trust), President Emeritus of The 
Former Members of the New Zealand Parliament Association plus Post 
and Airways and Wgt Community Trust 

Why Would You Consider Going on a Board?    
 · Reasons to consider a board role
 · Setting a plan: 

 - Where do you want to go? 
 - Which board is right for you?

 · Steps you could take to get onto a board
 · Why might you not want to go on a board: challenges to be aware of

 ɓ Presented by Baden Vertongen, Lawyer and Mediator; Board Member, 

Patents Māori Advisory Committee; Co-Chair Community Law Centre Wellington 

and Hutt Valley; Board Member of Te Ohu Rata o Aotearoa; Alternate Board 

Member, Central North Island Iwi Holdings Limited.  

Getting Board Ready: For Boards Acting Under the Crown Entities 
Act 2004
Lawyers are frequently considered for appointment for these specialised 
boards and entities, so it is essential that lawyers understand the 
particular legal and statutory governance imperatives for such boards; 
and including Independent Crown Entities which often have their own 
statute as well as the CE Act.

 ɓ Presented by Tim Castle, Barrister, Capital Chambers Wellington; Board 

Member, Drug Free Sport New Zealand

Potential Areas of Risk as a Lawyer on a Board 
 · Understanding risk in a much wider dimension than merely legal risk
 · Consider strategies for mitigating risk before you’re in a sticky spot

 ɓ Presented by Kirsten Ferguson, Partner, Rainey Collins

Serving on a 21st Century Board 
Gain practical guidance that will assist you in getting ahead in the 
modern age of boards. Acquire the skills and strategies you need to be 
an effective board member and to leverage the position for your career. 

 ɓ Presented by Linda Clark, Partner, Kensington Swan; Partner; Board Member 

New Zealand on Air, Board of Trustees Wellington College

RECORDED IN FEBRUARY 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND202NZW03

Have you considered serving on a board and the many career-
boosting benefits doing so can bring? Do you want to know how to 
improve your chances? Find out what skills you need and hear the 
tips and tricks you need to know straight from those who are in the 
know. Attend this seminar and start carving out a successful career 
serving on boards. 

LAWYERS ON BOARDS: ADVANCE 
YOUR CAREER BY BEING BOARD READY 

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Analyse the reasons for becoming a board member and how it can benefit you
 · Develop skills to be ‘board ready’ under the Crown Entities Act 2004
 · Gain a deeper understanding of the risks lawyers face as board members
 · Examine the requirements and expectation for serving on a 21st century board

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

Chair: David Alizade, Partner - Business Law Team, Jackson Russell 
Lawyers

Tidying up the Ownership Structure: Presale Restructuring and Due 
Diligence  
 · Separating assets for sale  
 · Limiting claims against the vendor: at sale and future trading
 · Rationalising the business structure to avoid complexity on sale
 · Separating asses into a more saleable entity
 · Avoiding surprises by due diligence: know what is being sold and who 
owns it

 · Improving vale by focusing on saleable assets
 · Structure sale documents using information learnt in due diligence

 ɓ Presented by Patrick Learmonth, Partner Stace Hammond Lawyers; 

Convener Complaints Committee, Franchise Association of New Zealand

Employment Issues in Business Sales or Purchases
 · Vendor’s obligations: What do I tell staff, and when?
 · Employment protection: What obligations does the vendor have to 
negotiate with the purchaser on behalf of staff?

 · Apportioning liability for employee entitlements - best practice and 
fishhooks to avoid

 · Incentivising staff to stay: What works?

 ɓ Presented by Mark Donovan, Barrister, Chancery Chambers

IP in a Business Sale and Purchase
 · Intellectual property due diligence issues in the sale or purchase of a 
business

 · Gearing up for a sale of IP
 · Identifying the IP of the business: Who owns it, and is it relevant or 
valuable?

 · Identifying problems with the IP: infringement issues, title issues, and 
rights of use

 · What IP warranties should the seller give?
 · What needs to be done on and after completion of the transaction?

 ɓ Presented by Scott Yorke, Partner, Bowie Yorke

Disputes that Arise in a Business Purchase or Sale
The Fair Trading Act
Misrepresentation of figures
Asking the right questions
Property issues and disputes

 ɓ Presented by Harshad Shiba, Lawyer - Director, Quantum Law Limited

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $405

4 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA05

Your client wants to buy or sell a business. Seems simple right? 
That is until you have to be across a number of different areas of 
law to properly advise them. A must attend event if you want to 
dissect the key components of a sale or purchase and diagnose 
where things can - and do - go wrong. You will learn how to get 
the most out of your agreement for sale or purchase, protect IP 
and consider tax and employment issues that need to be thought 
through and incorporated in to the transaction.

BUYING AND SELLING A BUSINESS: 4 
AREAS OF RISK  

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS4
Learning Objectives:
 · Gain a deeper understanding of due diligence requirements
 · Receive expert practical insight to avoid employment issues
 · Identify potential risks to IP
 · Be guided through potential areas of dispute in a transaction

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=834-lawyers-on-boards-advance-your-career-by-being-board-ready-recorded-on-february-2020-wellington&event=3651
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=695-buying-and-selling-a-business-4-areas-of-risk&event=2940
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CREDIT AND CONSUMER LAW SYMPOSIUM 
RECORDED IN SEPTEMBER 2019 $665
UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND199NZA02

4 CPD HOURS                         OND199NZA02A                                        $405 3 CPD HOURS                       OND199NZA02B                                           $335

Chair: Dermot Ross, Principal, Dermot Ross & Co 

New Legislation Round-up
Examine the recent and important developments in financial services 
legislation:
 · Financial Services Legislation Amendment Bill
 · Unfair Contract Terms
 · What will the landscape look like in 2020 for existing and new entrants 
CCCFA?

 · Changes and potential impacts on the consumer lending market

 ɓ Presented by Ben Upton, Partner, Simpson Grierson

SESSION 1: BREAKING UPDATES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN 
CREDIT LAW 

SESSION 2: CURRENT AND FUTURE CHALLENGES 
AFFECTING THE CREDIT LAW SECTOR 

The credit law and lending sector has been hit with ground-breaking legislation introducing key changes to the CCCFA that will take effect on 
1 March 2020. In addition, the ethics, integrity and culture of lenders and intermediaries have been called into question in both New Zealand 
and across the ditch in response to irresponsible practices. A must attend event for anyone obligated to comply to responsible lending and 
consumer laws. 

ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

Chair: Laura Valiant, General Counsel & Company Secretary, Head of 
Risk & Compliance, FlexiGroup New Zealand

Learning Objectives:
 · Gain timely updated on recent legislative updates
 · Receive insights from the Commerce Commission
 · Ensure you understand the practicalities of the new Code of Professional Conduct for 

Financial Advice
 · Be updated on recent financial complaints and their practical impact
 · Receive a timely update from the Financial Services Council

Learning Objectives:
 · Gain timely updated on privacy in credit reporting
 · Examine the implications of data governance and security
 · Reflect on the credit and consumer banking highlights over the last year and their 

implications going forward

7

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

Giving Financial Advice: The New Code
The new Code of Professional Conduct for Financial Advice Services has 
9 Standards which start with treating clients fairly and ends with setting 
the requirements for competence, knowledge and skills. Key questions 
for financial services businesses include:
 · How do the Code and the Act work together?
 · What does each Standard mean in practice for advisers and advice 
businesses?

 · What happens if you breach the Code?

 ɓ Presented by Jeremy Muir, Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Financial Complaints Round-Up and Resolution
 · Who we are and what we do
 · Recent complaint issues, drawing on statistics from our annual report
 · Case studies covering responsible lending, hardship, credit related 
insurance, and fees and charges

 ɓ Presented by Stephanie Newton, Case Manager, Financial Service 

Complaints Limited

Update from Financial Services Council: Insurance and Responsible 
Lending

 ɓ Presented by Richard Kiplin, Chief Executive Officer, Financial Services 

Council 

       HEAR FROM THE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Current Issues in the Consumer Credit Work of the Commerce 
Commission
ɓ  Presented by Anna Rawlings, Chair, Commerce Commission - Te Komihana 
Tauhokohoko

Data Governance and Security
Local and international developments in the management of regulation, 
risk and reputation.

 ɓ Presented by Katie Carson, Partner, DLA Piper

       INSIGHTS FROM THE OFFICE OF THE PRIVACY            
       COMMISSIONER

Credit Reporting and Privacy: The Practical Impact
Join Jon Duffy as he provides an update on how the Credit Reporting 
Privacy Code is governed by privacy laws and what to be aware of 
going forward as the new Privacy Act comes on line.JoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoinJoin
ɓ  Presented by Jon Duffy, Assistant Commissioner, The Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner Te Mana Mātāpono Matatapu

       INSIGHTS FROM THE FINANCIAL MARKETS AUTHORITY

Legal Year in Reflection
This session will focus on how the Australian Royal Commission 
impacted on New Zealand’s conduct and culture landscape, and 
what the RBNZ/FMA reports on Conduct and Culture mean for 
financial markets in New Zealand. 
ɓ  Presented by James Greig, Head of Supervision, Financial Markets 
Authority 

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=560-credit-and-consumer-law-symposium&event=2338
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SKILLS & PRACTICE MANAGEMENT

Legal, Ethical and Professional Responsibility 
 · Professional or personal? The boundaries between regulated and 
unregulated behaviour

 · Disqualifying conflicts in litigation
 · Various aspects of professional responsibility that come up repeatedly 
in legal complaints; wrongful threats, and making harmful allegations 
in court documents without an adequate evidential foundation

 ɓ Presented by Paul Collins, Barrister, Shortland Chambers

 ɓ Chair: Shelley Eden, Partner, Shieff Angland

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $125
1 CPD HOUR  >click here to see online  OND203NZA04B

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS IN 
FOCUS

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR1
Learning Objectives:
 · Gain valuable skills to navigate the difficult ethical issues that arise in 

practice

Chair: Scott Abel, Partner, Buddle Findlay 

Insolvency Law Update: The Developments You Need to Know 
An in depth examination of significant case law trends and recent 
developments that have impacted insolvency that you need to know.

 ɓ Presented by Lynne Van, Special Counsel, Anthony Harper  

Chasing Debtors: Service and Cross-Border Issues
In an increasingly global world, cross-border issues now commonly 
arise in the enforcement of debts. To navigate those issues properly, it is 
important to understand some basic principles of private international 
law, and the problems that are likely arise in a debt collection and 
insolvency context. This session will provide a high level overview of 
the key concepts, then examine some recent cases on the topics of 
jurisdiction, service and cross-border enforcement. The aim is to provide 
a framework for making the right strategic decisions for enforcement 
when cross-border issues are involved.

 ɓ Presented by  Laura O’Gorman, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Claims Against Directors: An All Important Update
Take a deep examination of important recent case law and 
developments relating to claims against directors, including:
 · Recent compensation orders made by the Court and the key 
reasoning’s underpinning those decisions

 · Claims for post-liquidation duties
 · The Court’s current position in respect to the recovery of liquidators’ 
costs

 · Other topical issues

 ɓ Presented by Philip Shackleton, Principal, Meredith Connell

RECORDED IN SEPTEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND199NZA04

Insolvency can be a complex area of law, so you need to make 
sure you are up to speed with what is at risk. This programme 
will respond to the global nature of companies, their boards and 
their legal teams who face unique challenges when attempting 
to collect a cross border debt especially when another company/
debtor is insolvent. Mix this together with cutting edge case law 
that brings into question directors in insolvency and you will walk 
away with the skills to navigate your next insolvency expertly. 

3 MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS: MAINZEAL 
CASE AND DIRECTORS, INSOLVENCY 
LEGISLATION, CROSS BORDER RECOVERY

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Be updated on recent cases affecting Insolvency and corporate recovery
 · Examine the challenges affecting cross border recovery
 · Receive a high level overview on claims against directors
 · Take a deep dive into the Mainzeal case and the implications of the decision once 

appealed

CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL

        CASE STUDY

A New Approach?  Director’s Liability and the Mainzeal Case
Rob will present an analysis of the recent Mainzeal case, highlighting 
the novelty in its approach, the potential new dangers it presents to 
directors, and discuss what might happen when it gets to the Court 
of Appeal.
ɓ  Presented by Rob Latton, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=846-professional-ethics-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3713
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=562-3-major-developments-mainzeal-case-and-directors-insolvency-legislation-cross-border-recovery&event=2348
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Chair: Maree Cross, Barrister, Lorne Street Chambers

Ethics and Professional Responsibility for Criminal Lawyers 
 · Be aware of your ethical obligations and how to conduct yourself in 
many situations

 · Examine your responsibilities to clients, practitioners, prosecutors/
crown and the courts even in difficult trials you want to win

 · Consider and better understand the ethics and responsibilities that you 
must observe as a criminal lawyer

 ɓ Presented by David PH Jones QC, Lorne Street Chambers 

Dementia and Crime 
With an ageing population in the criminal justice system,  the incidence 
of dementia concerns have increased. Increasingly, lawyers are 
expected to have greater awareness and appreciation of a wide range 
of neurodegenerative conditions, which may have implications for a 
defendant’s fitness to stand trial, culpability and sentencing. The over 
65 years age group is now the largest growing sector in the custodial 
setting, suggesting dementia is also highly relevant post-sentencing. 
 · Examine the different types of dementia and accompanying features 
and whether an individual’s dementia is likely related to their offending

 · Explore how dementia inmates are managed in custodial settings and 
their risks and vulnerabilities

 · Intellectual disability and criminal law

 ɓ Presented by Michael Bott, Barrister, Heretaunga Law

Developing a Trauma Informed Practice 
You frequently work with clients who have high rates of adverse 
childhood experiences. 
 · Transform the way you work with your clients by understanding the 
biological pathway from toxic stress in childhood to poor physical and 
mental health outcomes later in life

 · Understand the neuroscience of trauma and stress
 · Journey through real practice examples 
 · Apply this for better outcomes for your clients and reduced risk of 
burnout for you

 ɓ Presented by Kirsty Dempster-Rivett, Consultant Clinical Psychologist

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
 3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA09

In this intensive and in-depth program you have an opportunity to 
develop skills to better handle individuals who have experienced 
a mental health issue, severe trauma or when you are confronted 
with a difficult ethical decision about what you ought to do. With 
the spectrum of clients extending, and an aging population these 
types of tough situations will arise more frequently which is why it is 
important consider how you and your practice will respond. 

YOUR CRIMINAL
CLIENT: YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Receive expert guidance on how to approach and issue in ethics & professional responsibility
 · Gain Professional Skills for dealing with a situation involving dementia and crime
 · Develop insight on how to be a trauma informed practice

CRIME

Chair: Steve Cullen, Traffic and Criminal Lawyer and Barrister

Discharge Without Conviction Applications 
Discussion of recent successful outcomes and applicable case law from 
the higher courts.

 ɓ Presented by Zoe Reid, Barrister and Solicitor

Alcohol Interlock Licences
Alcohol interlock sentences have been available as a sentencing option 
for a number of years and are one of a range of sentences available 
to the courts for people convicted of some repeat or high alcohol level 
drink-drive offences. Maxine Pitch will examine Alcohol Interlock licenses 
in depth as well as considering current and topical issues and their 
effectiveness.

 ɓ Presented by Maxine Pitch, Barrister and Solicitor

Rights of Police to Stop Drink Drivers 
 · Statutory provisions
 · Implied licence to enter private property: existing and revocation
 · Guiding principles
 · Relevant case law
 · Emerging issues

 ɓ Presented by Allan Tobeck, Barrister

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $405
4 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA16 

Driving offence matters are the bread and butter of many 
practices. Understanding the practical intricacies of defending 
these cases can spare your client from hefty fines, loss of license or 
time behind bars. By investing in this half day programme you will 
develop your knowledge and practise skills.  Hear from seasoned 
practitioners working at the coalface who will break down the 
latest legislative reforms, develop your skills in case preparation 
and applications and examine recent trends in police searches, 
alcohol interlock licences, breath and blood tests and more.

TRAFFIC AND DRIVING 
OFFENCES

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS 4
Learning Objectives:
 · Receive practical guidance on ‘Discharge Without Convictions’ Applications
 · Consider current and topical issues relating to Alcohol Interlock Licences
 · Understand how to approach an evidential conflict in breath and blood results
 · Give best practice advice to clients in relation to their rights

Excellent; very informative

CRIME

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=854-your-criminal-client-your-responsibilities-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3750
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=858-traffic-and-driving-offences-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3766
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Chair: Nick Chisnall, Barrister, Blackstone Chambers

Recent and Noteworthy Decisions on Evidence
 · An examination of recent and noteworthy decisions on evidence in 
criminal proceedings

 · A distillation of the key facts and principles of those decisions, and a 
consideration of how they may be applied (or distinguished) in future 
cases

 · Practical insights into the application of the Evidence Act and appellate 
trends that may be discerned

 ɓ Presented by Maree Cross, Barrister, Lorne Street Chambers

 A Focus on Expert Opinion Evidence
 · Expertise: the qualifications and experience of an expert
 · Obligations and duties of an expert witness
 · The limits of expertise
 · The extent of the opinion
 · The ultimate issue rule
 · Hot tubbing and residual issues
 · General guide and approach to the cross-examination of an expert

 ɓ Presented by Rachael Reed QC, City Chambers 

Challenging the Legality of Search Powers in Drug Trials
 · Warrantless searches: jurisdiction
 · Securing the scene v searching
 · Searching electronic devices (including s 228 Customs Act)
 · Practicalities of challenge
 · Defective warrants and relief

 ɓ Presented by Katie Hogan, Barrister, City Chambers

Cross-Examination: What to Do When it All Goes Wrong…
 · What are you trying to achieve?
 · Argumentative witnesses
 · Hostile witnesses
 · A question too many
 · When it’s time to sit down

 ɓ Presented by Julie-Anne Kincade, Barrister, Blackstone Chambers

RECORDED IN SEPTEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND199NZA05 

The effective use of evidence is the difference between winning or 
losing in the courtroom, so it’s imperative that you get it right. This 
must attend programme for criminal lawyers will take you through 
the tips and traps of getting evidence in, challenging it and using it 
to its best effect. 

EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL 
MATTERS INTENSIVE

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS 3
Learning Objectives:
 · Examine the use of evidence in recent and important decisions
 · Gain insights on the use of expert evidence
 · Understand how to effectively challenge the legality of search powers in drug trials
 · Receive expert guidance on troubleshooting a cross-examination that has gone wrong

Excellent; very informative

CRIME

Chair: Marlo Greenhough, Barrister, Capital Chambers

The Family Court and Family Controlled Companies and Trusts 
 · Limitations of the Family Court and how far does its power extend?
 · Untangling family controlled companies and trusts 
 · Hypothetical case study
 · Law Commission’s roadmap for change

 ɓ Presented by Shelley Stevenson, Barrister

Settlement What Comes Next: Trusts and Tax Issues
 · A guide to tax Issues in relationship property settlements
 · Practical guidance on discretionary trusts and child maintenance trusts

 ɓ Presented by David McLay, Barrister, and Nicola Keating, Barrister, Barristers.

Comm

Domestic Violence: Employment Considerations in the Family Law 
Context
 · Explore where family law and employment law intersect
 · Domestic Violence – Victims’ Protection Act 2018 and case update
 · Specific areas where you or your client may come unstuck

 ɓ Presented by Nicola Keating, Barrister, Barristers.Comm and Andy Bell, 

Principal, Bell & Co

RECORDED IN FEBRUARY 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND202NZW02

Many of these matters involve dividing up of complicated business, 
tax and trust structures in addition to interdisciplinary crossover 
with employment. The Family Court’s current approach to these 
structures and related assets can be equally complex and at times, 
limited. So what are your options? And what do you do when you 
come to the end of what the family court can do? This important 
and comprehensive programme gives you a practical and 
informative view of these issues, empowering you with the correct 
information to give the very best advice to your clients.

FAMILY LAW INTER-DISCIPLINARY ISSUES: 
TRUSTS, TAX AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS 
Learning Objectives:
 · Examine the limitations of the NZ Family Court
 · Learn how to deal with assets and structures in other jurisdictions
 · Receive guidance on navigating tax and trust issues
 · Examine the intersection of family law and employment law and the implications

for 2020

FAMILY

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=563-evidence-in-criminal-matters-intensive&event=2350
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=832-family-law-interdisciplinary-issues-trusts-tax-and-domestic-violence-recorded-on-february-2020-wellington&event=3649
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EMPLOYMENT LAW & SAFETY

Employment Agreements for Faith Based Organisations 
 · Overview of case law developments relating to church ministers or 
pastors 

 · The nature of the relationship between churches and their employees 
and volunteers 

 · Developments in case law in other jurisdictions concerning churches 
and ministers/pastors 

 · The relationship between a church constitution and the manner in 
which the pastor is engaged 

 · Practical implications when assisting pastors/church ministers and 
churches in resolving work related matters 

 ɓ Presented by Simon Greening, Director, Gaze Burt

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $125
1 CPD HOUR  >click here to see online  OND203NZA04C

EMPLOYMENT AND RELIGION 
IN FOCUS

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR1
Learning Objectives:

 · Gain a deeper understanding employment issues specific to faith based 
organisations

Health and Safety Case Study Update                                                              
5 years in, we are now starting to see the courts consider the finer points 
of the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015. Attend this webinar and 
you will review recent case law including how the new enforcement 
tools are being used and explain how enforceable undertakings can 
be a good alternative to paying a fine. Examine the trends in both in 
investigations - including a renewed focus on the ‘health’ part of the Act 
– and prosecutions.

 ɓ Presented by Sarah-Lee Stead, Special Counsel, Kensington Swan

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $125
1 CPD HOUR  >click here to see online OND203NZA04D

HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK 
ACT 2015 IN FOCUS

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR1
Learning Objectives:

 · Receive an essential update on how the courts are approaching Health and 
Safety cases

FRIDAY, 20 MARCH 2020 $245
2 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA20 

Working in-house, acting for a client or an allegation of 
discrimination has been brought against you, your company or 
firm? By attending this seminar, you will have the opportunity 
to carefully analyse discrimination and unjust dismissal and the 
different types of claims and their outcomes both in New Zealand 
and internationally. Most importantly, you will develop a greater 
awareness of the circumstances that can result in a discrimination 
claim which is essential for being able to avoid one. 

DISCRIMINATION CLAIMS IN 
EMPLOYMENT 

ATTEND AND EARN 2 CPD HOURS2

Pre-Employment: Creating Fair and Inclusive Company Policy 
 · Navigating the balance between company needs and potential 
discrimination considerations

 · Hiring employees in a non-discriminatory way; what can be asked? 
 · Making sure that policies will not breach discrimination law

 ɓ Presented by Laura Scampion, Partner, DLA Piper

Approaching Claims of Discrimination: Current Employment Laws 
 · Making a claim under the Employment Relations Act 2000 

 - Consider why this is favoured over a human rights claim
 · Case Law Update

 - Examination of employment discrimination cases in New Zealand
 - The Australian approach

 ɓ Presented by Matthew McGoldrick, Partner, SBM Legal

Learning Objectives:
 · Examine employment policies and whether they comply with discrimination laws
 · Be updated on discrimination claims in the ERA and internationally

for 2020

EMPLOYMENT LAW & SAFETY

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=875-employment-and-religion-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3818
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=876-health-and-safety-at-work-act-2015-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3820
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=861-discrimination-claims-in-employment-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3775
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RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA01 

Join Michele Ryan from the Employment Relations Authority 
who will give you an in depth practical understanding of ERA 
applications, evidence and appearances. If you are new to this 
area of law or unfamiliar with the ERA process, or used to the 
District/High courts you will develop valuable skills for preparing 
and participating in ERA matters. 

APPEARING IN THE EMPLOYMENT 
RELATIONS AUTHORITY

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS 3
Learning Objectives:
 · Gain practical skills to apply when appearing in the Employment Relations Authority

Chair: Penny Swarbrick, Partner, SBM Legal

The Recent Legislative Changes and the Effect on Employment 
Agreements
 · What provisions must an employment agreement contain to comply 
with employment legislation

 · Cases highlighting the importance of careful employment agreement 
drafting  and pitfalls 

 ɓ Presented by Kathryn McKinney, Special Counsel, Anthony Harper and Maria 

Green, Senior Associate, Lane Neave

How You Can Protect Your Business Interests in an Employment 
Agreement
 · Confidentiality and IP clauses
 · Employment surveillance clauses
 · Using and drafting Non-Compete, Non-Solicitation and Restraint of 
Trade clauses

 · What happened to probation?

 ɓ Presented by John Farrow, Partner, Anderson Lloyd and Fiona McMillan, 

Associate, Anderson Lloyd

Enforcement of Employment Agreements
 · Restraints
 · Confidentiality
 · Golden parachute
 · Penalty clauses

 ɓ Presented by Jodi Sharman, Senior Associate, Hesketh Henry and Vonda 

Engels, Senior Associate, Chapman Tripp

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA07

Employment agreement can be ticking time bombs if your firm is 
not across what is currently in them and what needs to be in them 
to ensure compliance and avoid potential loopholes. Run through 
the key issues which employers need to consider when recruiting 
new employees. Discuss the best practice approach to employment 
agreements and particular clauses in light of recent decisions, 
legal principles and statutory requirements so that you are fully 
equipped to identify potential weaknesses. 

EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENTS 
INTENSIVE

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS 
Learning Objectives:
 · Be updated on recent legislative developments affecting employment agreements
 · Understand how an employment agreement can protect your business interests
 · Gain practical skills on how to enforce an employment agreement

EMPLOYMENT LAW & SAFETY EMPLOYMENT LAW & SAFETY

         WORKSHOP

THE INITIAL STAGES: JURISDICTION AND THE APPLICATION 
PROCESS
ERA’s Jurisdiction and Appearing in ERA Matters
 · Overview of ERA’s jurisdiction and structure
 · Analysing when ERA is the most appropriate jurisdiction to initiate 
an Application

 · Legislative updates
 · Procedural standards, requirements and considerations in ERA 
matters

What is Required for an Application and Lodgement?
 · Clearly stating the nature and basis of the Application
 · Providing adequate and appropriate supporting documents
 · Lodgement
 · Seeking and providing further particulars / information
 · The need for and content of a reply

THE CONCLUDING STAGES: EVIDENCE, CONFERENCES AND THE 
INVESTIGATION MEETING
Evidence in the ERA
 · Key differences between how the Authority and Courts treat 
evidence

 · How to deal with documents and other evidence
 · Witness statements
 · ‘Not bound by the rules of evidence’: the practical implications
 · Procedural fairness and natural justice at ERA: the evidentiary 
implications

Mediation, Case Management Conferences, and the 
Investigation Meeting
 · Mediation
 · Case management conferences
 · What happens Investigation meeting?
 · Tips for achieving a determination in your favour
 · Dispute resolution mechanisms
 · Costs

ɓ  Presented by Michele Ryan and Robin Arthur, Member, Employment 

Relations Authority

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=687-appearing-in-the-employment-relations-authority&event=2904
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=726-employment-agreements-intensive&event=2999
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Chair: Robbie Bryant, Senior Associate, SBM Legal

Identifying and Responding to Bullying and Harassment
 · Bullying and harassment: what it is – and what it isn’t
 · Workplaces post-Bazeley
 · Bullying and the bottom line
 · Implementing and enforcing policies
 · Responding to bullying in practice

 ɓ Presented by Shelley Eden, Partner, Shieff Angland

Update from the Courts: The Health and Safety at Work Act Three 
Years On…
 · How are Judges interpreting the Health and Safety at Work Act?
 · Trends in recent sentencing decisions: fines and financial capacity to 
pay

 · What is happening with reparations?
 · Use of other sentencing tools: payment of WorkSafe’s costs, project 
orders, court-ordered enforceable undertakings

 ɓ Presented by Olivia Welsh, Senior Associate (Litigation & Health and Safety), 

Anthony Harper

ERA Changes 6 months On…
 · Trial and probationary periods: risks and rewards
 · New employees and the ’30 day rule’
 · Union access and collective bargaining
 · Update on Fair Pay Agreements

 ɓ Presented by Daniel Erickson, Partner, Douglas Erickson

Holidays Act Audits: Helping Your Clients through Them
 · Snapshot of the Holidays Act problem to date
 · Common issues arising in practice
 · When a Labour Inspector comes knocking…
 · Progress of the Holidays Act taskforce

 ɓ Presented by Rosemary Wooders, Senior Associate, Bell Gully

RECORDED IN SEPTEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND199NZA06 

The most significant and timely updates you need to know right 
now in employment law. Take a moment to critically reflect on the 
impact of the ERA changes, how the Courts are interpreting the 
ERA, staying sane when dealing with Holiday Act audits, and side 
stepping the potential risks of bullying and harassment by being 
informed and taking a pro-active approach. Attend this webinar to 
receive all this and more... 

EMPLOYMENT LAW: CRITICAL 
UPDATES

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS 3
Learning Objectives:
 · Avoid risk by being informed on what constitutes bullying and harassment
 · Gain timely updated on the Court’s interpretation of the The Health and Safety at Work Act
 · Examine the implications of the ERA 6 months on and how it affects you
 · Gain a thorough understanding on how to expertly manage a Holiday Act audit

EMPLOYMENT LAW & SAFETY

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA10

An essential programme for lawyers wanting to fine tune their 
skills when approaching statutory interpretation. Join our 
statutory wordsmiths for an examination of the key principles 
of context, intent, and purpose, along with the interpretation 
of challenges surrounding extrinsic materials and delegated 
legislation. Join it all together in a practical workshop and walk 
away with mastery of the techniques that will assist you when 
confronted with your next ambiguous statute.

A STATUTORY INTERPRETATION 
MASTERCLASS

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3

Chair: Erin McGill, Barrister, Britomart Chambers

Purpose, Context and Structure: How Does it All Fit Together?
 · Understanding the critical role of purpose, context and structure of 
legislation in statutory interpretation

 · Considering relevant rules of interpretation including, deliberate 
omissions, inferences and inconsistency within the same Act

 · A practical guide to recent cases involving statutory interpretation

 ɓ Presented by Catherine Marks, Special Counsel Government, Public Law and 

Policy, Russell McVeagh 

Essentials of Identifying Legislative Intent
 · Constitutional contours of statutory interpretation
 · Objective intention versus subjective intention
 · Reading down

 ɓ Presented by  Sally McKechnie, Partner, Simpson Grierson

Interpretation of Delegated Legislation and Other Instruments
 · Practical application of interpretation principles to subordinate 
legislation and other instruments

 · The importance of correctly dealing with uncertainty and inconsistency
 · Construing technical terms and concepts and the role of expert

 ɓ Presented by Annelies McClure, Special Counsel, Anthony Harper

Learning Objectives:
 · Enhance your skills in statutory interpretation
 · Obtain key updates and analysis of relevant case law in statutory 

interpretation
 · Apply the practical skills and recent case law analysis to your interpretation 

of statutes in future

GOVERNMENT

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=564-employment-law-critical-updates&event=2352
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=694-a-statutory-interpretation-masterclass&event=2933
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RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW07

In this highly practical and interactive workshop led by 
employment law experts you will examine the anatomy of a 
workplace investigation process in the public sector from the 
perspective an employer’s lawyer, an investigator, a parties’ 
advisers, and what the Authority and the Court will expect.

WORKPLACE INVESTIGATIONS 
IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3

An Investigation from Start to Finish: Hypothetical Scenarios
Work through a hypothetical set of facts in relation to a workplace 
investigation and then deal with the legal and practical issues that can 
arise through examples and Q&A with the audience.

Issues to be covered:
 · Dealing with a complaint and considering whether there should be an 
internal or an external investigation

 · Conducting the investigation from the Terms of Reference
 · Preliminary matters including 

 - interview planning & handling of information
 - interview techniques
 - broadening of scope
 - difficult parties and witnesses
 - the importance of the Report
 - analysis of evidence and making findings 

 · What comes next? How should an investigation report be used?

 ɓ Workshop presenters: 

Graeme Colgan, Barrister and Employment Law Specialist

Maria Austen, Barrister, Port Nicholson Chambers  

Andrew Scott-Howman, Barrister, Port Nicholson Chambers 

Learning Objectives:
 · Develop practical skills to competently deal with a complaint 
 · Gain an insight into the anatomy of a workplace investigation
 · Understand employer / employee rights
 · Become adept at managing the rights and responsibility of a company and 

its members during an investigation

Extremely informative 
and interactive session

Excellent - lots covered!

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW09

Featuring renowned barrister, Ben Keith, this workshop will cover 
the legal framework for good decision-making, both from the 
perspective of those acting as or advising and supporting decision-
makers and from that of those seeking to engage effectively with or 
challenge decision-makers.  You will canvass current and recurring 
issues through worked examples and recent judicial and other 
decisions. This workshop is tailored to lawyers at all levels and will 
equip you with the necessary skills to refine your decision making. 

GOOD DECISION MAKING IN 
PUBLIC LAW WORKSHOP

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Understand the legal framework underpinning decision making
 · Consider the wider context that affects decision making
 · Develop strategies to ensure fairness and avoid actual or apparent conflicts or bias 
 · Receive valuable practical guidance on decision making tools
 · Benefit from an understanding of the use of information
 · Learn how to anticipate and respond to the prospect of a complaint, challenge or wider criticism 

         WORKSHOP

THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND WIDER CONTEXT OF DECISIONS
Determining the Legal Framework for Decisions
 · What is or are the relevant power(s)?
 · Who may exercise it?
 · What are the relevant purpose(s), constraints and conditions?

Recognising the Wider Context
 · The Treaty/te Tiriti
 · Human rights
 · International obligations
 · Other relevant statutes
 · The common law

THE PROCESS AND DECISION MAKING TOOLS
Getting the Process Right
 · Receipt and collection of relevant information
 · Consultation
 · Fairness
 · Avoidance of actual or apparent conflicts or bias

Decision-making Tools
 · Policy and other guidance
 · Assisted and automated decision-making
 · Delegation
 · Resort to external/expert advice

USE OF INFORMATION AND POTENTIAL CHALLENGES TO A 
DECISION
Use of Information
 · Access
 · Disclosure
 · Record-keeping
 · Information-sharing
 · Public/media engagement

When Things (Might) go Wrong
 · Anticipating and/or responding to the prospect of complaint, 
challenge or wider criticism

 · Instituting and operating internal and external complaint, review 
and/or appeal procedures

 · Modifying or retaking decisions
 · Remedies for error

ɓ  Presented by Ben Keith, Barrister, Thorndon Chambers 

GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=836-workplace-investigations-in-the-public-sector-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3657
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=837-good-decision-making-in-public-law-workshop-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3660
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Impressive presentations

Highly useful and relevant 
to my work

4 CPD HOURS                        OND203NZA12A                                          $405 3 CPD HOURS                       OND203NZA12B                                           $335

Chair: Marcus Beveridge, Principal, Queen City Law; Immediate Past 
Convenor, NZLS Immigration and Refugee Law Committee; former 
Chairman NZAMI 

Accreditation vs Essential Skills: Shifting Goalposts
 · The upcoming accreditation changes:

 - What does this mean for NZ Employers?
 - What will migrants need?

 · If not accredited yet:
 - What are your options? Essential Skills Work Visas become even 
more important than ever in the next 18 months

 · How are the goalposts shifting in the Essential Skills space?
 - Substantial change in assessment of Essential Skills applications: 
genuine attempts, downgrade of ANZSCO, WINZ engagement, 
sustainability, compliance

 ɓ Presented by Arunima Dhingra, Director and Licensed Immigration Adviser, 
Aims Global Immigration & Education Services; NZAMI Policy Chair

Employment Issues in Immigration: ERA, MBIE and Conflicts of 
Interest
 · The Employment Relations Authority process and the visa status
 · The potential conflict of interest issues
 · MBIE Review on Migrant Exploitation and its impact on the employers

 ɓ Presented by Michael Kim, Principal, MK Law

Investor and Business Residence Categories: Practical Tips and Key 
Updates
 · Investor category: practical tips for pre-AIP applications, post-AIP 
application and uplift of conditions

 · Entrepreneur category update and its future

 ɓ Presented by Bradley So, Associate, Queen City Law

Ethical and Professional Conduct Issues in Practice
 · A review of recent decisions by the Immigration Advisers Complaints & 
Disciplinary Tribunal (IACDT)

 · The role of unlicensed staff in an immigration practice: exploring the 
boundary between clerical work and immigration advice

 · Reviewing potential conflict issues
 · Potential pitfalls for employed immigration advisers who do not have 
an ownership stake in the business

 ɓ Presented by Marty Logan, Partner, Pitt and Moore

SESSION 1: CRITICAL DEVELOPMENTS: EMPLOYMENT 
AND RESIDENCE CATEGORIES  

SESSION 2: UPDATES ON POLICY, HEALTH AND FAMILY 
MATTERS IN IMMIGRATION 

7 topical issues. A room full of immigration experts and advisers. Ensure your advice is accurate in light of the significant immigration changes 
by attending this full day programme. Get the information you need to know right now on critical issues affecting visa applications, including 
accreditation, employment and investor and business residence categories. Receive key policy and legislative updates, and insights into 
health, domestic violence and best practice guidance on the ethical framework surrounding your advice and conduct.

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $665
UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA12

IMMIGRATION LAW: VISAS UPDATES

Chair: Deborah Manning, Barrister
John McBride, Barrister

Recent Positions Adopted by Immigration New Zealand: All You 
Need to Know
Examine recent policy changes and how they might impact your clients 
and about possible avenues for redress.

 ɓ Presented by Kamil Lakshman, Principal Lawyer, Idesi Legal

Acceptable Standard of Health in Immigration Matters
 · Checking for possible health issues
 · INZ process
 · Response to non-ASH outcome

 ɓ Presented by Toni Alexander, Managing Director, Licensed Immigration 
Adviser, A1 Immigration Services Ltd

Domestic Violence and Immigration Applications
 · The legal definition of DV
 · The new Family Violence Act 2018
 · Domestic Violence instructions
 · How DV impacts on immigration applications for both the victim and 
the perpetrator

 · Any IPT appeals of interest in this area

 ɓ Presented by Dilki Rajapakse, Barrister

Learning Objectives:
 · Examine the significant changes in accreditation and the essential skills space
 · Learn about the latest work visa overhaul
 · Gain practical insights into investor and business residence categories
 · Reflect on ethical best practice to ensure complaints are minimised

Learning Objectives:
 · Reflect on the recent position adopted by Immigration New Zealand and how it might impact your clients
 · Examine what the acceptable standard of health is in immigration matters
 · Consider how domestic violence impacts on immigration applications

7 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

IMMIGRATION

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=852-immigration-law-visas-updates-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3744
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4 CPD HOURS                    OND1911NZA03A                                          $335 3 CPD HOURS                  OND1911NZA03B                                           $335

Chair: Michael Kim, Principal, MK Law Barristers & Solicitors 

The Interplay Between Employment and Immigration Law: How You 
Can Comply with Both
 · Latest update on employment law
 · Health and Safety at Work Act 2015
 · Basic Employment Law 101
 · Latest trends:

 - Immigration New Zealand checks on certain sectors (like 
construction)

 - Employment Relations Authority’ hard line on migrant exploitation

 ɓ Presented by Max Shin, Senior Solicitor, Queen City Law

Partnership Based Residence Applications
 · Practical tips
 · Cultural nuances
 · Evidential best practice
 · Character waivers for sponsors
 · Options when relationships breakdown

 ɓ Presented by Elly Fleming, Senior Solicitor, Pitt & Moore

SESSION 1: EMPLOYMENT, PARTNERSHIP AND ETHICAL 
ISSUES IN IMMIGRATION  

SESSION 2: ESSENTIAL POLICY, PROCESSING AND 
DEPORTATION UPDATES 

7 topical issues. A room full of immigration experts and advisers. Ensure your advice is accurate in light of the significant immigration changes 
by attending this full day programme. Get the information you need to know right now on critical issues affecting visa applications, including 
accreditation, employment and investor and business residence categories. Receive key policy and legislative updates, and insights into 
health, domestic violence and best practice guidance on the ethical framework surrounding your advice and conduct.

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $585
UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND1911NZA03

IMMIGRATION LAW CONFERENCE

Chair: Sally Lisle, Practice Leader, Fragomen

Learning Objectives:
 · Examine and better understand the interplay between employment law and 

immigration
 · Take a practical look at the nuances of partnership issues
 · Develop skills for tackling ethical issues by considering different approaches and 

perspectives

Learning Objectives:
 · Receive a timely update on from the Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment on Immigration 

issues
 · Examine and better understand INZ delays, risk, processing and complaints
 · Gain a deeper understanding of human rights issues emerging in Immigration matters

7 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

IMMIGRATION

         WORKSHOP

ETHICS COMPLIANCE AND CONDUCT
Barrister Perspective: “Tiptoeing Through the Minefield”: How to 
Manage Compliance Risk for Immigration Advocates
 · Dealing with complaints
 · Ways to think about risk management and professional ethics
 · Recent case law in the disciplinary tribunals for lawyers and 
licensed immigration advisers

Solicitor Perspective: Ethics and Professional Conduct in Everyday 
Practice
 · Ethics and professional conduct for lawyers and LIA’s
 · How these concepts also govern our relationship with each other
 · Twisting the question: What about ethics or professional conduct 
obligations for Immigration staff?

 · Why ethics matters to your bottom line

ɓ  Presented by Peter Moses, Barrister

        INSIGHTS FROM THE MINISTRY OF BUSINESS,        
        INNOVATION & EMPLOYMENT

Immigration Policy Update
ɓ  Presented by  Zoe Wyatt, Principal Advisor, Immigration Policy, Labour & 
Immigration Policy Branch, Ministry of Business, Innovation & Employment

INZ “Rebalanced”
 · Delays in processing and its reasons
 · Risk and verification
 · Inconsistent information the new approach to section 58
 · Complaint process: points of escalation – and whether this is actually 
effective

 ɓ Presented by Richard Small, Director, Pacific Legal Ltd

Deportation: National Security vs. Human Rights
 · Current status of the law regarding deportation
 · Human rights implications / Government powers without 
accountability

 · Analysis of recent cases

 ɓ Presented by Deborah Manning, Barrister, Landmark Chambers, Stewart 

Dalley, Senior Associate and Pooja Sundar, Associate, Ryken & Associates

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=689-immigration-law-conference&event=2914
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Chair: Hamish Selby, Special Counsel, Buddle Findlay

Conducting IP Audits
IP assets can make up a large proportion of the value of a business.  
Conducting an IP audit on a business can be time consuming and costly 
but there are low hanging fruits to be had that can make the process 
time and cost efficient.  In this session you will look at:
 · Why would you do an IP audit in the first place
 · Auditing the FTO risk
 · IP ownership problems
 · Other IP value reducing factors
 · Pre-audit. Getting your IP house in order and building IP value

 ɓ Presented by Anton Blijlevens, Principal, AJ Park Law Limited

IP Licensing and Commercial Arrangements: Legal Considerations 
and Business Decisions
 · Identifying IP and determining if it can be licensed in the first place
 · Licensee due diligence
 · Considerations for negotiating royalty rates
 · Importance of audit rights
 · Survival of rights and obligations following expiry of a license

 ɓ Presented by Shelley Slade-Gully, Senior Associate, Tompkins Wake

Intangible Assets: Maximising the Value of Your Client’s Business 
through a Strong Intangible Asset Strategy
 · Understanding (and guiding) your client’s goals
 · Identifying their intangible assets (IA)
 · Determining the relevance of the IA to their goals
 · Crafting a strategy to maximise the value of the IA accordingly

 ɓ Presented by Kate Wilson, Intellectual Property Strategist, Registered Patent 

Attorney, KTPI Enterprises Ltd

Preparing IP for Sale: A Practical Perspective
 · What to expect when you’re selling your IP (and what your buyer will 
be looking for)

 · Examples of common issues and how to avoid them
 · Practical steps that you can (and should) take now to get ready for sale
 · IP and the sale agreement (including warranty considerations)

 ɓ Presented by Greg France, NZ Corporate and Commercial Law Leader, EY Law

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA06

Maximising your client’s return on their IP assets is essential to 
helping them achieve commercial advantage. Hear from leading 
commercial and IP experts as you explore how to effectively 
conduct IP audits and the latest trends and developments in 
licensing and commercialisation practices. Gain valuable insights 
into how to develop a strong intangible assets strategy and 
prepare IP for sale.

COMMERCIALISING IP 
INTENSIVE

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Consider the practical steps in conducting IP audits
 · Gain practical tools to assess the value of IP for licensing
 · Ensure you understand your client’s goals and be able to craft a strategy to maximise the value of IA
 · Learn practical tips to get your IP ready for sale

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The Current Reform of the NZ Copyright Act                                                             
A selection of hot issues; updating copyright law to keep up with internet 
technology and applications such as streaming.

 ɓ Presented by Ken Moon, Consultant, AJ Park

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $125
1 CPD HOUR  >click here to see online OND203NZA04A

IP IN FOCUS

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR1
Learning Objectives:
 · Be updated on reforms to the Copyright Act

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=848-commercialising-ip-intensive-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3719
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=845-ip-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3711
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Chair: Hamish Selby, Special Counsel, Buddle Findlay

From First Contact to a Plan of Attack: Developing a Plan and 
Preparing Cease and Desist Letters
 · Assessing an IP infringement matter
 · Forming a strategy
 · Crafting effective and persuasive cease and desist letters

 ɓ Presented by Jason Wach, Senior Associate, James & Wells

The Court Process: Timing, Cost, and When it Might be Worth it
Join Anita as she provides an in depth examination of remedies and 
consequences and asks the question, “What can you realistically get out 
of all this?”

 ɓ Presented by Anita Birkinshaw, Special Counsel, Buddle Findlay

How it Plays Out In Practice: IP Disputes Case Studies
Join Tim Mahood as he takes a deep dive into IP disputes cases and walk 
away with expert insights that you can apply in your practice.

 ɓ Presented by Tim Mahood, Partner, Hudson Gavin Martin

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA13

Whether you’re a private legal advisor, in-house counsel or 
firm owner, you know how important it is to protect IP assets, 
however, by the time an infringement occurs it is often too late. 
Examine critical IP protection strategies and consider not only 
what an infringement is but also how to strategically kick off the 
enforcement process and commercially assess possible damages 
and consequences. 

IP INFRINGEMENT: HOW TO 
PROTECT AND ENFORCE IP RIGHTS

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Chair: Lisa Small, Senior Associate, Duncan Cotterill

Implied Contractual Terms: When is an Unsigned Contract 
Enforceable?
An insightful look at the key principles and the latest case law in this 
important area of contracts:
 · Conduct of parties is critical
 · Authority of agents including lawyers to bind principals
 · Relevance of past performance
 · Special rules for deeds
 · Some common situations and how to deal with them

 ɓ Presented by Paul Dalkie, Barrister

Indemnities: Legal Principles and Drafting Issues
Take deep dive into indemnities, the related legal principles, and 
important drafting considerations to keep in mind

 ɓ Presented by Tim Herbert, Barrister, High St Chambers

Working with Dispute Resolution Clauses in Contracts
In this session, Darise will examine the importance of dispute resolution 
clauses in contracts, and how they can be drafted to provide a clear 
mechanism for resolving disputes between contractual parties. This 
session will also take a look at some of the dispute resolution clauses 
that are likely to complicate a dispute, rather than assist in its resolution.

 ɓ Presented by Darise Bennington, Special Counsel, Duncan Cotterill

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see onlineOND1911NZA08

A contract is only effective if it is enforceable. With contracts lying 
at the very heart of both the commercial and legal spheres it’s 
critical that you hone your knowledge, skills and strategies in this 
area. There’s no better way to perfect your abilities when working 
with contracts than to attend this practical masterclass. 

CONTRACT LAW: DRAFTING 
AND ENFORCEMENT

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Master indemnities and how they should be drafted into contracts
 · Consider the effectiveness of implied terms and enforcing an unsigned contract
 · Gain a deeper understanding of dispute resolution clauses and how to use them

CONTRACTS

Learning Objectives:
 · Examine IP Strategy and why it is important to your practice
 · Gain a broader understanding of Dispute Resolution and Commercial IP Considerations
 · Understand the court process and assess damages and consequences
 · Analyse key lessons from case studies and IP disputes

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=692-ip-infringement-how-to-protect-and-enforce-ip-rights&event=2929
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=727-contract-law-drafting-and-enforcement&event=3001
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Chair: Jane Parker, Partner – Corporate and Commercial, 
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Misrepresentation and Contractual Mistake
 · An overview of contractual misrepresentation, contractual mistake 
and the interaction between the two

 · Discussion of recent case law in the defective building context
 · Current trends in the law and practical implications

 ɓ Presented by James Wollerman, Partner and Bridget Lambert, Associate, 

Parker & Associates

The Impact of Insolvency on Contracts 
 · Examples of the impact of insolvency on common contracts
 · Examining the impact of insolvency legislation on the outcomes
 · Practical implications and how the contractual parties react

 ɓ Presented by Josh Cairns, Partner and Mace Gorringe, Senior Associate, 

Simpson Grierson

Unfair Contract Terms
 · Recap of the legal framework behind the prohibition on unfair 
contract terms

 · A dip into what NZCC and ACCC enforcement activity to date tells us 
about terms to watch out for

 · The statutory enhancements that are, and might be, coming 
developments in unfair contract terms and consumer contracts.

 ɓ Presented by Oliver Meech, Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $405
4 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW06

Developed for in-house counsel and private practice solicitors 
alike.  These crucial topics provide Intensive coverage of 
contracting issues such as misrepresentation and mistake, 
insolvency, technology contracting and termination that affect 
you, your clients or your organisation in practice.

CONTRACT LAW INTENSIVE

4 ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Understand why misrepresentation and mistake occur in practice 
 · Examine the impact of insolvency on contracts 
 · Receive a timely update on unfair contract terms
 · Consider how to effectively terminate a contract an what to in the event of a dispute
 · Be updated on technology contracting and consider best practice and remedies

CONTRACTS

           PANEL DISCUSSION

Terminating a Contract: Risks and Cases
 · How careful do you need to be when terminating a contract?
 · Case Law update on the Courts’ treatment of “Repudiation”
ɓ  Facilitator

Jane Parker, Partner – Corporate and Commercial, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Panellists

Oliver Meech, Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Amy Ryburn, Partner and Sebastian Bisley, Partner, Buddle Findlay

Technology Contracting: Best Practice and Remedies for Breach
 · Trends in technology business models and implementation 
methodologies eg. agile

 · Trips for addressing common scenarios in technology contract eg. local 
implementation of a global software product

 · Best practice for common contractual clauses in technology contracts 
e.g. data protection, remedies for breach of contract

 ɓ Presented by Amy Ryburn, Partner and Sebastian Bisley, Partner, Buddle 

Findlay

Chair: Chris Linton, Consultant, Duncan Cotterill

Heads of Agreement and Pre-Contractual Representations: 
Problems and Practical Issues
 · The imperfect genesis of your everyday commercial deal
 · Giving substance to the handshake: how to craft a functioning heads 
of agreement

 · When and how can pre-contractual negotiations be taken into 
account when interpreting a contract?

 · Legislation and evolving case law

 ɓ Presented by Penny Bower, Senior Legal Counsel, Oji Fibre Solutions

The Interplay Between Risk, Liability, Limitation of Liability and 
Indemnities
 · Risk: How best to manage and allocate risk?
 · Indemnities: Risky or beneficial?
 · What role does insurance play?
 · Limitations: What to limit, when and how?
 · How to draft (or redraft) all of this in a way that works

 ɓ Presented by Anton Trixl, Partner, Anderson Lloyd

What to do when the Contract has Been Breached: Options, 
Remedies and Mitigation
 · When the right to terminate arises
 · How to avoid unintentional affirmation
 · The right to seek damages while continuing to perform
 · The duty to mitigate

 ɓ Presented by Anita Birkinshaw, Special Counsel and Bridgette White, Senior 

Associate, Buddle Findlay

Working with Dispute Resolution Clauses in Contracts
Join Jo-Anne as she examines dispute resolution clauses and how they 
can be effectively drafted and utilised in a contract.

 ɓ Presented by Jo-Anne Knight, Partner, Simpson Grierson

Technology Contracts: Key Issues to Consider
 · Buzz word bingo: what they really mean
 · Trying to draft for agile development
 · Roles and responsibilities: patching, updates, & keeping ahead of 
hackers

 · Calculating service levels, uptime & availability

 ɓ Presented by Louise Rooney, Legal Counsel, Paymark

RECORDED IN SEPTEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND199NZA03

Expertise in contract drafting is crucial in almost any commercial 
matter or transaction. This practical webinar will enable you 
to gain a mastery of some of the most important, and at times 
overlooked, contract types, techniques and drafting tools. 
Whether using a clause as a shield or a sword, our contracts 
specialists will focus on the most important contract clauses and 
what causes the most problems.

DEALING WITH IMPERFECT, RISKY 
OR COMPLEX CONTRACTS

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Examine practical issues in Head of Agreement and pre-contract representations
 · Gain a deeper understanding on how to effectively allocate risks in contracts
 · Develop skills to remedy or mitigate a breach of contract
 · Understand how to effectively draft and use dispute resolution clauses
 · Take a deep dive into drafting technology contracts

CONTRACTS

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=835-contract-law-intensive-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3654
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=561-dealing-with-imperfect-risky-or-complex-contracts&event=2346
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RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA02

Featuring renowned barrister, Paul Sills, this masterclass you will 
enable you to take a deep dive into the mediation stumbling blocks 
as you work through practical real world examples and develop 
insights and tools to implement in your practice. Hear how to 
maximise the benefits of mediation and explore different high level 
strategies, styles and techniques. This masterclass is specifically 
tailored for you to refine your approach to disputes to deliver 
positive results for your clients. 

MEDIATION BEST PRACTICE 
MASTERCLASS

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Gain expert insights into the art of negotiation and mediation
 · Create a greater awareness of their ethical duties
 · Understand strategies for navigating difficult issues, while developing a ‘best practice’ 

approach

LITIGATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION

         WORKSHOP

THE INITIAL STAGES: HOW TO APPROACH A MEDIATION
Mediation: The Roles of the Lawyer and Mediator
Effective mediation requires preparation and constructive guidance 
by each lawyer and the mediator. The role of those professionals is 
fundamental to enhancement of the mediation for the benefit of the 
parties. You will explore the practical performance of those roles.
Mediation Advocacy: You’re not in Court, So Don’t Act Like You 
Are
 · Getting the mindset right: compromise vs all or nothing approach
 · Understanding and managing litigation risk
 · Managing client expectations

THE CONCLUDING STAGES: ETHICAL DILEMMAS AND 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
Ethical Issues in Mediation: Conflict, Greed and Moral Morasses
The ethics of the informal and client-driven process of mediation are 
as real and important as the ethics of the formal and judge-driven 
process of the courtroom.
 · Analysis of how ethics applies generally in mediations
 · The scope of the duties to keep the client appraised and to act in 
good faith

 · Overcoming ethical challenges in mediation while achieving 
successful outcomes

Drafting Impeccable Settlement Agreements
 · The merits of judgments and orders by consent or an inter parties 
agreement

 · Issues about estoppel and res judicata
 · What does without admissions mean?
 · What effect does the dismissal of proceedings have?
 · Challenges to settlement agreements
 · Deeds of settlement including the role of recitals and the effect of 
releases

 · Costs

ɓ  Presented by Paul Sills, Barrister and Mediator

Loved it, very interesting

Fascinating - Should be 
more of this!

Pleadings: Strategies for Success
Elevate your drafting skills and improve your pleadings through practical 
tips, insights and examples on how to draft proper pleadings.
 · Statement of claim and clearly stating the nature and basis of the 
claim

 · Determining appropriate causes of action
 · Providing adequate and appropriate factual particulars
 · Statements of defence and pleading affirmative defences
 · The need for and content of a reply

 ɓ Presented by Dan Parker, Partner, Parker and Associates

Drafting Affidavits: Admissible, Relevant, Persuasive and Effective
 · How to draft an admissible, relevant, persuasive and effective affidavit
 · Examination of the High/District Court Rules, Evidence Act 2006 and 
Lawyers and Conveyancers Act (Lawyers: Conduct and Client Care) 
Rules 2008

 · Practical tips for eliciting statements from your client’s witnesses, 
reviewing opposing affidavits and preparing affidavit/s in reply

 · Techniques for dealing with multiple exhibits
 · Formalities: Jurisdiction, swearing/affirming, filing and service 
requirements

 ɓ Presented by David Ballantyne, Barrister

Preparing for Trial: Some Dos and Don’ts
 · Paperwork: key issues
 · Preparing for in court support
 · Evidence: What is really important?
 · In court tricks: Submissions, timing, impact, recovery and presentation

 ɓ Presented by Catherine Goode, Barrister

Resolving Disputes Outside of the Court Process: ADR
 · Alternative dispute resolution: the benefits of seeking out of court 
settlements, strategy and timing

 · Preparing for mediation: making the most of the opportunity – 
preparation for you, for your client and the mediator

 · Practical aspects of mediation: How do these days typically unfold 
(and could I be there until midnight)? How do I deal with difficult 
parties? Tricks to managing the mediation?

 ɓ Presented by Ann Skelton, Barrister and Mediator, Mediation Partners

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA08

Master the civil litigation process from beginning to end with this 
expertly curated step by step guide. Elevate your drafting skills, 
gain insights into how to prepare for trial and develop strategies for 
resolving disputes outside of court, this programme will equip you 
with the essential skills for success.

THE CIVIL LITIGATOR’S TOOLKIT

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Receive practical guidance on how to effectively draft pleadings
 · Learn useful techniques to drafting admissible, relevant, persuasive and effective affidavits
 · Gain practical tips in better preparing for trial
 · Consider how to prepare for mediation and the benefits of seeking out of court settlements

LITIGATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=688-mediation-best-practice-masterclass&event=2907
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=853-the-civil-litigators-toolkit-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3748
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Leasing and the Overseas Investment Act  
 · Leasehold interests caught by the Overseas Investment Act 2005 
 · Common issues encountered 
 · Looking forward to the Phase 2 Overseas Investment Act 2005 reforms 

 ɓ Presented by Sarah Blackmore, Special Counsel – Property and Construction, 

Russell McVeagh

Commercial Leasing in a Seismic Country: Commercial Issues 
 · How earthquake prone buildings are identified and strengthened
 · Dealing with seismic issues under existing leases
 · Negotiating seismic clauses in new leases (including for newly built 
premises)

 ɓ Presented by Karl Anderson, Partner, Bell Gully

Anatomy of Different Commercial Lease Agreements 
 · Key considerations from a landlord and tenant perspective: are these 
the same?

 · Office v industrial
 · Triple net leases

 ɓ Presented by Ed Smithies, Special Counsel, Lane Neave 

Tax Issues in Commercial Leasing 
 · General commercial property tax update
 · Lease incentive issues
 · Leasehold improvements issues
 · GST issues 

 ɓ Presented by Mathew Hanley, Partner - Tax, and Saket Sharma, Senior 

Manager -Indirect Tax, EY 

Leasing and Health and Safety 
 · A brief introduction to the Health and Safety Act 2015 (HSWA)
 · How HSWA obligations apply to landlords and tenant
 · Interplay between HSWA and earthquakes, and HSWA and asbestos

 ɓ Presented by Sam Houliston, Senior Associate, Hesketh Henry

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $405
4 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA19 

A must attend event for leasing and property lawyers in both the 
city and suburbs. Ensure you’re thoroughly across the latest leasing 
updates and topics including nuances with lease agreements, 
commercial issues specific to a seismic country, how and when 
health and safety features in leasing, tax updates and how your 
leases are affected by the Overseas Investment Act. A practical 
programme with useful take-always will enable legal practitioners 
to easily apply the knowledge to everyday practice.

COMMERCIAL LEASING  
INTENSIVE

4 ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Receive valuable insight on how the Overseas Investment Act affects leasing
 · Learn useful tips to master commercial lease agreements 
 · Consider how to best approach commercial leasing in a seismic country
 · Ensure you are across taxes and potential tax issues 
 · Reflect on the impact of health and safety in leases

2ND 
ANNUAL

PROPERTY

Chair: Joe Biddles, Director, Thompson Blackie Biddles

Overseas Investment Act: New Issues and Implications
Since its introduction, the Overseas Investment Act continues to throw 
up curve balls in relation to property. Join David Gilbert as he navigates 
the current issues affecting residential land, how your clients might 
be affected and pathways available to foreigners who wish to buy 
residential property in New Zealand. 

 ɓ Presented by David Gilbert, Partner – Property and Real Estate, 

MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Warranties in Agreements for the Sale and Purchase of Real Estate
 · Obligations on vendors

 - What information to disclose and how?
 · Obligations on purchasers
 · Top tips for effective due diligence by purchasers (and their lawyers)
 · Key vendor warranty provisions in the ADLS residential agreement for 
sale and purchase:
 - Clause 7.1: Notices, demands, requisitions, requirements the vendor 
is aware of

 - Clause 7.2: chattels, work undertaken on the property and warrant 
of fitness

 · Recent claims involving alleged breaches of warranty
 · Pre-contractual representations in residential sale and purchase 
transactions
 - When have the Courts held parties liable?

 ɓ Presented by Georgina Grant, Partner, Rainey Law

Chair: Linley Hawkes, Associate, Witten-Hannah Howard

Tax in Property
 · Tax Working Group: Where to from here?
 · Residential real estate investment

 ·Tax loss ring-fencing
 ·Bright-line test
 ·Subdivision/development

 · Commercial/industrial property
 ·Depreciation
 ·Purchase price allocation
 ·Feasibility/black-hole expenditure
 ·Seismic costs/earthquake strengthening
 ·Lease inducements/premiums

 ɓ Presented by Jamie Abela, Associate Director, Deloitte 

Resource Management Reforms: Key Takeaways for Property 
Lawyers
 · Analysis of the 2017 Resource Management Reforms including how 
they’re playing out in practice and the potential impact on property 
lawyers and their clients

 · New Resource Management Reforms on the horizon: what you need 
to know and how you should prepare

 · Navigating changed rules regarding subdivision consent

 ɓ Presented by Chris Timbs, Senior Associate, Berry Simons

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $335
3 CPD HOURS >click here to see online OND1911NZA09 

This programme assembles an expert speaking panel who will 
guide you through the 4 key areas that you need to be across right 
now to provide informed and in-depth property advice to your 
clients in practice. You’ve spoken and we have listened.

4 MAJOR PROPERTY UPDATES 

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Be updated on the Overseas Investment Act and its effect on property transactions
 · Examine the impact of warranties in the sale or purchase of land
 · Refresh your knowledge on the tax that affects property
 · Receive a timely update on RMA reforms and the effect on property

PROPERTY

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=860-2nd-annual-commercial-leasing-intensive-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3772
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=693-4-major-property-updates&event=2931
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Chair: Stuart Cummings, Barrister, Surrey Chambers

Case Law Update 
An intensive review of recent estate and trust cases that have estate and 
succession planning relevance. Vicki’s paper will include helpful case 
notes that have practical application to your practice right now. This is an 
essential session for practitioners wishing to remain current in estate and 
succession practice.

 ɓ Presented by Vicki Ammundsen, Director, Vicki Ammundsen Trust Law Limited

Capacity and Vulnerability in Succession Law 
Lawyers are not experts in the field of capacity assessment but need 
to contend with these issues daily. This session takes an in-depth look 
at some of the challenges and provides practical tips for addressing 
vulnerability and capacity issues in succession law.

 ɓ Presented by Ross Knight, Barrister, Old South British Chambers

Drafting Wills and Structures for Blended Families 
 · A review of the most common scenarios adopted for clients with 
blended families

 · The legislative framework as it applies to estate planning and the 
options available for minimising the potential for a successful claim 

 · Practical assistance in the establishment of various structures and the 
wording of some of the clauses that may be used

 · The main issues that should be considered and, where possible, 
accommodated when dealing with clients in these situations

 ɓ Presented by Timothy Orr, Senior Associate, Martelli McKegg  

The Danger Zone for Succession Lawyers 
Ethical and other issues arising for solicitors acting for deceased estates 
and related asset planning matters. Helping a client family through 
the trauma of a death is an important task for solicitors, especially 
those who work closely with clients over many years in the trusts and 
estates area. However, they can present real difficulties in terms of client 
engagement issues, especially where there is conflict with beneficiaries 
of the estate. This session will look at some of the issues that can arise 
and discuss any steps that can be taken by solicitors to minimise or 
mitigate those risks.

 ɓ Presented by Jarrod Walker, Partner, Chapman Tripp 

Mediation in Deceased Estates 
Disputes and litigation in deceased estates is no less stressful or 
expensive than any other litigation.  It is however different. Obviously the 
central person, the deceased, is not available and the disputing parties 
often have significant history and the assets at issue are generally also 
significant. Mediation offers the opportunity to quickly and economically 
get to the heart of the issues and explore options for resolution with the 
potential solutions. The solutions can be far more nuanced, appropriate 
and acceptable to the family than is likely to be achieved after a hearing 
and imposed judgment.

 ɓ Presented by Stuart Cummings, Barrister, Surrey Chambers

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $405
4 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA10 

Gain critical insights on how to read a client or beneficiary 
relationship correctly to identify danger zones, assess capacity an 
expertly determine when mediation is the best option. Be updated 
on recent cases and best practice, and learn how you protect your 
clients (and yourself) when drafting your next will.

ESTATE PLANNING AND 
SUCCESSION

ATTEND AND EARN 4 CPD HOURS4

Chair: Rob Latton, Barrister, FortyEight Shortland

Seeking a Grant of Probate in Solemn Form 
 · Difference between common form and solemn form grants 
 · Probate caveats 
 · Determining the essential evidence and how to obtain it 
 · The procedural path 
 · Strategies, tactics and good practice
 · Costs

 ɓ Presented by Sonja Clapham, Barrister, Shortland Chambers 

Proving Informal Wills 
 · Statutory requirements
 · Applications under Section 14 
 · Review of recent cases 
 · Practical tips

 ɓ Presented by Theresa Donnelly, Legal Services Manager, Perpetual 

Guardian

Complex Probate Applications 
 · Disclosure of unsigned Wills
 · Disclosure of capacity issues
 · Applications for Grants of Probate of Copy Wills
 · Applications for Production of Original Will
 · Grants to attorneys of executors
 · Recall of Grants of Probate
 · Foreign jurisdictions
 · Foreign wills
 · Grants in other jurisdictions
 · Inheritance tax issues
 · Reasonable enquiries
 · Both Grants of Probate and Letters of Administration
 · Advertising
 · Barriers to distribution

 ɓ Presented by Henry Stokes, General Counsel, Perpetual Guardian

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
 3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA11 

Master how to skilfully handle any complication or dispute that 
arises in an application for probate as you cover everything from 
complex common and solemn form probate to proving informal 
wills. Receive practical information, realistic examples and 
relevant legal updates that will enhance your mastery of probate 
in practice.

PROBATE: COMPLEX, 
INFORMAL AND SOLEMN FORM

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Be updated on significant and timely cases you need to know
 · Examine the danger zones in succession practice
 · Critique capacity and vulnerability issues in succession law
 · Gain practical skills for drafting wills for blended families 
 · Receive practical insights to navigate a mediation in a deceased estate

Learning Objectives:
 · Understand the process for obtaining a grant of probate in solemn form 
 · Gain practical skills on how to prove an informal will
 · Obtain guidance on the complex aspects of probate matters

BOOK BOTH 
SEMINARS FOR $665
Call us to receive discount. 

WILLS & ESTATES WILLS & ESTATES

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=850-estate-planning-and-succession-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3734
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=851-probate-complex-informal-and-solemn-form-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3737
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4 CPD HOURS                     OND1911NZA04A                                          $405 3 CPD HOURS                     OND1911NZA04B                                           $335

Chair: Isaac Hikaka, Partner, LeeSalmonLong

SESSION 1: RUNNING THE RISK OF NON-COMPLIANT 
TRUSTS  

SESSION 2: WILLS AND ESTATES UPDATES AND BEST 
PRACTICE 

January 2021 is closer than you think so the time to act to ensure trust compliance is now. In one day you will dissect the current status of trusts 
legislation as well as engaging in a robust discussion about what you need to do to ensure yours and your client’s trusts are compliant. The 
conference will delve into the removal and retirement of a trustee and how to circumnavigate inevitable disputes as well as essential updates 
that will enable you to sharpen your skills to masterfully divide an estate. 

RECORDED IN NOVEMBER 2019 $665
UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND1911NZA04

TRUSTS, WILLS AND ESTATES SYMPOSIUM

Chair: Angus Rogers, Partner, Martelli McKegg

Estates and Trusts Case Law Developments
Join Anthony Grant as he examines the latest case Law developments 
and unreported trusts and estates cases that practitioners need to know.

 ɓ Presented by Anthony Grant, Barrister

Relationship Property Update
This session will provide an update on relationship property cases where 
couples have separated through death. It will also consider claims that 
can be brought by surviving spouses and partners where assets are held 
in trust.

 ɓ Presented by Stephanie Ambler, Partner, Tompkins Wake

Playing Favourites: Claims Under the Family Protection Act 1955
What happens when a will-maker plays favourites among beneficiaries 
when dividing his or her estate? Explore recent case law and gain 
practical guidance relating to:
 · Claims under the Family Protection Act 1955
 · Entitlement of adult children in different circumstances
 · Application of the Act in cases involving large estates
 · Relevance of the will-maker’s intentions and desires

 ɓ Presented by Aria Newfield, Senior Solicitor and Freya McKechnie, Solicitor, 
Morris Legal

The Duty of Care Owed by Solicitors who Prepare Wills
 · Statutory requirements under the Wills Act 2007
 · Development of common law in respect of the duty owed by a solicitor 
to the beneficiaries of a will

 · Cautionary tales - examples of solicitor negligence, and recommended 
practice to avoid such claims

 · Recent case law

 ɓ Presented by Gregory Ambler, Senior Solicitor, TGT Lega

Learning Objectives:
 · EGain critical insights on what you and your client need to do to ensure trust 

compliance
 · Consider best practice when removing or retiring a trustee
 · Understand relationship breakdowns and how to manage them
 · Examine strategies for effectively avoiding or managing a trust dispute

Learning Objectives:
 · Receive a timely update on notable and recent cases in trusts and estates
 · Consider relationship property cases and claims brought by surviving spouses and partners
 · Gain a deeper understanding of cross border issues in succession planning
 · Examine the level of duty and care required for solicitors drafting a will

7 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

WILLS & ESTATES

Removal and Retirement of a Trustee
 · Trusts Act 2019
 · Trustee Act 1956
 · Fiduciary power?
 · Capacity concerns

 ɓ Presented by Mary Joy Simpson, Partner and Emma Tonkin, Partner, Hesketh 

Henry

Unwanted Guests: Independent Trustees in Family Trust Disputes
What happens when a trustee refuses to be replaced? Explore recent 
case law including Guest v Guest [2019] NZCA 64 and gain practical 
guidance relating to:
 · Family trust disputes
 · Deadlocked trustees after a relationship breakdown
 · Cost consequences when a trustee refuses to step aside

 ɓ Presented by Sally Morris, Partner, Morris Legal and Andrew Morris, Senior 

Associate, Morris Legal

The Overseas Connection
 · Cross-border issues in succession planning
 · Drafting Wills and Trust documents
 · Estate and trust administration
 · Case study: the “Lucky Country”

 ɓ Presented by Peter Eastgate, Partner, Cavell Leitch

           FIRESIDE CHAT

Trust Compliance – Don’t Get Stung!
 · What are the trust options: variation, re-settlement, winding up, 
changing trustees – is doing nothing even an option?

 · Beneficiary disclosure: A big ticket item from the Trusts Act and 
potentially one of the first areas litigated

 · The new provisions regarding removal and vesting of property
ɓ  Pannelists

Henry Stokes, General Counsel, Perpetual Guardian

Vicki Ammundsen, Director, Vicki Ammundsen Trust Law

Theresa Donnelly, Senior Solicitor, Public Trust

Timothy Orr, Senior Associate, Martelli McKegg

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=690-trusts-wills-and-estates-symposium&event=2923
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Trusts Case Law Update 
Join Anthony Grant as he examines the latest case Law developments 
and unreported trusts and estates cases that practitioners need to 
know about

 ɓ Presented by Anthony Grant, Barrister, Radcliffe Chambers

The Rogue Trustee: What to do if it All Goes Wrong 
 · What can you do if your client’s trust is dysfunctional?
 · How do you deal with a rogue trustee?
 · What are the common mistakes made in trying to get a trust back on 
track?

 ɓ Presented by Carmel Walsh, Barrister, Bankside Chambers

Tax Issues for Trusts 
Join Tim Stewart as he recaps the key issues regarding the taxation of 
trusts and discusses recent legislative and other developments. 

 ɓ Presented by Tim Stewart, Special Counsel - Tax, Russell McVeagh 

Trustee Investments: What Roles do Sustainability and Impact 
play?
Join Phillippa Wilkie as she considers whether the Trusts Act 2019 
and current social and environmental conditions have changed the 
landscape for Trustees  

 ɓ Presented by Phillippa Wilkie, Special Counsel, Chapman Tripp

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
 3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA17 

If you work with trusts this is a must attend programme. In one 
information packed afternoon you will condition your skills to 
expertly tackle the more complex, difficult and at times unpleasant 
situations that can arise when working with a trust. Receive expert 
insights from thought leaders who work closely with trusts to 
ensure you are equipped to identify red flags and ready to tackle 
any trust issue that arises in practice while avoiding disputes.

TRUST LAW: 4 KEY AREAS

ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Reflect on significant trust law updates and case law developments
 · Learn useful tips to respond to situations when a trustee goes rogue
 · Ensure you are up to date on the latest tax issues affecting trusts
 · Consider the landscape has changed for Trustees and the implications

WILLS & ESTATES

The  More 
You Attend, 
The More 
You Save! 

Pricing Table

Mix and match seminars and webinars 
and if you register them in one 
transaction, pay only the price below.

*This Pricing Model was last updated on 24 April 2020 
and are subject to change.

PRICING PER 
UNIT

PRICE PER UNIT RATE

1 Hour $125 $125.00

2 Hours $245 $122.50

3 Hours $335 $111.66

4 Hours $405 $101.25

5 Hours $490 $98.00

6 Hours $585 $97.50
7 Hours $665 $95.00

8 Hours $750 $93.75

9 Hours $775 $86.11

10 Hours $810 $81.00

Please please call us on 09 
3633322 or write an email to info@
legalwiseseminars.com.au to receive 
reduced registration fee.

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=859-trust-law-4-key-areas-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3769
mailto:info%40legalwiseseminars.com.au?subject=
mailto:info%40legalwiseseminars.com.au?subject=
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EDUCATION LAW CONFERENCE 2020 IN WELLINGTON

4 CPD HOURS                       OND203NZW08A                                         $405 3 CPD HOURS                      OND203NZW08B                                           $335

Chair: Kaylene Macnee, Principal, Pinehaven School

Medical Incapacity Affecting School Staff: Mental Health and Your 
Staff
Managing employee’s anxiety, depression and other mental illness 
is increasingly an issue for employers, requiring care and proactive 
management.
 · Explore the legal requirements and obligations for employers around 
mental health

 · Focus on your obligations to provide employees’ with a safe work 
environment

 · Understand how to manage issues when they arise: return to work and 
medical termination

 ɓ Presented by Johanna Drayton, Partner and Jordan Boyle, Associate, 
Dyhrberg Drayton Employment Law

Dealing with Competency Issues and Allegations of Bullying Staff
 · What is bullying? Useful definitions for the school environment
 · Guidance from WorkSafe
 · Guidance from legislation
 · Overlap with:

 - Health and safety obligations
 - Employment obligations
 - Student care obligations

 · Options for addressing the issues effectively
 · Potential liabilities for Schools and Boards

 ɓ Presented by Geoff Davenport, Barrister, Capital Chambers 

Breaches of the Employment Agreement: What you Need to Know
 · A look at what constitutes the employment agreement
 · The use of different types of agreement including a focus on fixed term 
agreements in the education sector

 · The role of good faith in employment relationships
 · What changes an employer can make, and how to go about it
 · Dealing with possible breaches by an employer, employee or third 
party

 ɓ Presented by Andrea Pazin, Senior Associate, Buddle Findlay

The Health and Safety at Work Act 4 years on: Are our Schools Safer?
 · What are the risks facing schools today?
 · Who are duties owed to, and who is responsible for health and safety 
management in schools?  

 · Identifying risks and how to prioritise hazard management
 · How far does a school’s duty extend?  What are the obligations 
outside the school gates?

 · Understanding and complying with obligations to consult, cooperate 
and coordinate with other PCBUs including the MOE, EOTC providers 
and contractors

 ɓ Presented by Sarah Townsend, Partner, Duncan Cotterill

SESSION 1: CRITICAL EMPLOYMENT ISSUES AFFECTING 
SCHOOLS  

SESSION 2: SCHOOL GOVERNANCE, STAFF MISCONDUCT 
AND PROTECTION FROM PARENTS 

The school environment is a minefield of employment, governance and protection legal issues so it is crucial that you know how to respond 
quickly, lawfully and effectively when they arise. You will hear from leading practitioners in the education sector, the New Zealand Schools 
Trustees Association and the Teaching Council in this information packed Conference. Gain practical insights into employment law issues and 
develop strategies to address school governance, manage staff behaviour online and deal with difficult parents professionally.

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $665
 UP TO 7 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW08

ATTEND AND EARN 7 CPD HOURS

Chair: Ross Sinclair, Principal, Hutt Valley High School 

7

         INSIGHTS FROM THE TEACHING COUNCIL

Update from the Teaching Council
Receive a critical and timely update on matters that have been 
brought before the Teaching Council and take away lessons and key 
learnings that can be applied to your school.

ɓ  Presented by Rex Smith, Manager of Professional Responsibility, Teaching 

Council of Aotearoa New Zealand

LAW FOR NON-LAWYERS

          INSIGHTS FROM THE NEW ZEALAND SCHOOL 
TRUSTEES ASSOCIATION

A valuable insight from the New Zealand School Trustees Association 
on issues relating to school governance and management.
ɓ  Presented by Elise Adams, Chief Executive Officer and Lorraine Kerr, 
President, The New Zealand School Trustees Association Te Whakarōputanga 
Kaitiaki Kura o Aotearoa

Managing Staff Misconduct on Social Media
 · Staff misconduct on social media: What can you do?
 · Social media policies: Practical tips and example policy provisions
 · Getting reluctant staff to appropriately engage in social media
 · Managing online interaction between staff and parents

 ɓ Presented by Sianatu Lotoaso, Senior Solicitor, Simpson Grierson

Protection from Parents
 · Common complaints
 · Strategies for de-escalation
 · What if matters can’t be de-escalated: Judicial review and the 
importance of process

 · PR considerations
 · Removing parents from school grounds

 ɓ Presented by James Pullar, Partner, Taylor Shaw Barristers & Solicitors

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=830-education-law-conference-2020-in-wellington-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3633
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3.5 CPD HOURS                        OND203NZA02A                                      $335 3 CPD HOURS                       OND203NZA02B                                           $335

Student Discipline 
 · When does the school have jurisdiction over:

 - Student misbehaviour?
 - Student social media misbehaviour?

 · Education Act 1989:
 - Suspensions and stand downs: getting the Principal’s process right 
under section 14 

 - Exclusions and expulsions: getting the Board’s process right under 
sections 15 and 17

 ɓ Presented by Gretchen Stone, Partner, Harrison Stone 

Malicious Complaints: Adults Behaving Badly 
At times the most fraught challenges faced by a school are when adult 
complainants start behaving badly. We have seen these complainants 
run toxic campaigns of threats and intimidation with unnecessary 
telephone calls, emails and large amounts of irrelevant information or 
insist on things they are not entitled to and outcomes that are clearly not 
possible or appropriate in the circumstances. Then there is the escalation 
of complaints and the inevitable allegations of incompetence, collusion, 
and conspiracy. 
Review the resources, and share in the lessons and pitfalls to 
better prepare you and your board for the inevitable day that an 
“unreasonable” complainant appears at your school gate.

 ɓ Presented Patrick Ikiua, Regional Manager, New Zealand School Trustees 
Association Te Whakarōputanga Kaitiaki Kura o Aotearoa

Schools in Crisis: When a Commissioner is Appointed 
Dealing with the thorny issues:
 · How far do the Ministry’s obligations extend?
 · Implications for principals, teachers and parents
 · Conflicts of interest
 · Mandatory reporting requirements

 ɓ Presented by Catherine Stewart, Barrister, and  Daniel Church, Staff 
Barrister, Chancery Chambers

SESSION 1: DEALING WITH CRISES INVOLVING 
STUDENTS, PARENTS AND STAFF  

SESSION 2: NAVIGATING THE EMPLOYMENT, FAMILY LAW 
AND PRIVACY MINEFIELD 

When you need answers on how to manage the difficult, complex and at times ugly situations that arise with students, parents and school 
staff, look no further than the Auckland Education Law conference, a trusted source of essential information for school principals, board 
members and HR for 6 years running.

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $585
UP TO 6.5 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA02

EDUCATION LAW CONFERENCE IN AUCKLAND

6.5 ATTEND THE FULL DAY AND EARN 6.5 CPD HOURS

Employment Law Updates Affecting Your School and Staff 
Fiona will provide an essential employment law update which will bring 
you up to date on recent and important legislative developments, 
proposed changes in the pipeline and a summary of the most recent 
case law in the education sector.

 ɓ Presented by Fiona McMillan, Partner, Lane Neave

Family Law: Practical Update and Working with Issues that Arise in 
Schools 
 · Parenting and guardianship matters
 · Changes to the Oranga Tamariki Act
 · Common questions and scenarios

 ɓ Presented by Ian Telford, Barrister, Quadrant Chambers

Building a Practical Privacy Programme within Your School 
With the new Privacy Act only months away, Daimhin will provide 
guidance on developing and implementing a practical, risk-based, 
privacy programme. Components discussed will include: You will 
examine:
 · Taking a risk-based approach to privacy compliance
 · Designing a programme that is realistic and achievable
 · Ensuring good governance and accountability 
 · Understanding and mapping the personal information you collect
 · Ensuring proper transparency 
 · Managing key privacy risks, including access requests, privacy 
breaches and disclosures

 · Addressing privacy complaints

 ɓ Presented by Daimhin Warner, Director, Simply Privacy; Co-Chair, IAPP’s ANZ 
Certification Advisory Board

Chair: Jonathon Tredray, Principal, Northcross Intermediate School; Vice President, New Zealand Association of Intermediate and Middle Schools  

         INSIGHTS FROM THE TEACHING COUNCIL

Update from the Teaching Council 
Receive a critical and timely update on matters that have been 
brought before the Teaching Council and take away lessons and key 
learnings that can be applied to your school.

ɓ  Presented by Rex Smith, Manager, Teaching Council of Aotearoa New 

Zealand 

This conference continues to be the premier 
Education Law Event in New Zealand.

Over 100 School 
Principals attend 

every year! 

LAW FOR NON-LAWYERS

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=831-education-law-conference-in-auckland-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3642
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MĀORI: INTERSECTION WITH 
CROWN AND COMMERCIAL LAW
RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW10

Māori legal issues are engrained in several facets of law, and many 
businesses, public entities and individuals need to understand 
these issues if they want to operate effectively. Hear from experts 
in Māori law as they examine the most topical issues, including the 
Crown and Māori relations, Māori and business, and leveraging IP.

ATTEND AND EARN3

Chair: Mark Hickford, Pro Vice-Chancellor and Dean of Law, Faculty of 
Law, Victoria University of Wellington

Crown and Māori Relations: What’s Next?
 · Ngāti Whatua ki Tāmaki and Ngāi Tai: recent Supreme Court decisions 
affecting Māori and their implications

 · Te Arawhiti (Office of Māori Crown Relations): reflecting on the ‘bridge’ 
to better relations a year on

 · Freshwater, climate change, fisheries: Māori rights and interests in an 
increasingly challenging environment

 · Health, education, Oranga Tamariki, criminal justice: Fundamental 
socio-economic issues for Māori in the 21st Century

 ɓ Presented by Jamie Ferguson, Partner and Natalie Coates, Partner, Kahui 
Legal 

Doing Business with Māori Organisations: A Unique Perspective 
 · How is it different doing business with Māori organisations and what 
should Māori organisations expect from their professional advisors? 

 · Data as a taonga
 · Ko Aotearoa Tēnei: Whole of government approach to issues raised in 
the Wai 262 claim

 ɓ Presented by Kate Searancke, Partner and Samantha Lee, Senior Solicitor, 
Tompkins Wak

Unlocking the Value of Your Intangible Assets: A Practical Guide
 · Leveraging your intellectual property 
 · Finding the IP in your business/organisation 
 · The importance of Chain of Title
 · Valuation for sale

 ɓ Presented by Lynell Tuffery Huria, Principal, AJ Park

Learning Objectives:
 · Consider what’s next for Crown and Māori relations 
 · Gain insight into doing business with Māori Organisations
 · Receive practical guidance on how Māori businesses and organisations 

can leverage IP 

for 2020

MISCELLANEOUS

Chair: Tony Beach, Barrister  

Legal Advice for Cannabis Businesses (including Agribusiness)
 · How to navigate the complex regulatory environment
 · Unique issues in this industry 
 · Commercial vs regulatory balance
 · Suitable persons, directors and staff
 · IP in the medicinal cannabis space

 ɓ Presented by Kristin Wilson, Senior Associate, Bell Gully

Prescribing Medicinal Cannabis in Aotearoa New Zealand 
 · Medicinal Cannabis Scheme regulations
 · Practicalities
 · Challenges

 ɓ Presented by Dr Graham Gulbransen, General Practitioner, Addiction 

Specialist, Cannabis Consultant, Cannabis Care Clinic and Addiction Treatment 

Services, West Care Specialist Centre, Henderson 

Legal Issues Emerging in the Courts: Changing Perspectives 
Examine critical issues that are appearing before the courts, including:
 · Changing perspective of courts regarding cannabis use for pain relief
 · Criminal issues suppliers need to be aware of
 · Tension between an inadequate licit scheme and illicit sources
 · Updated criminal defences
 · Doctors successfully using the defence of medical necessity 
 · Liability: use as medication for children and the associated child 
protection issues

 ɓ Presented by Len Andersen, Barrister, President of the Criminal Bar 

Association Dunedin; Lecturer, University of Otago Faculty of Law – Te Kaupeka 

Tātai Ture

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZA22 

3 perspectives – one controversial weed: The Misuse of Drugs 
(Medicinal Cannabis) Amendment Act 2018 became part of the 
New Zealand legal landscape as of 18 December 2018. The Act 
legalised the use of cannabis by people with a terminal illness 
by providing them with a statutory defence to possess and use 
illicit cannabis. Examine the legal implications for the cannabis 
businesses, examine the practicalities and challenges for 
prescribing cannabis and canvas the changing perspective of the 
Courts. 

MEDICINAL CANNABIS: LEGAL 
ISSUES

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS
Learning Objectives:
 · Insights on business and regulatory issues affecting cannabis consumption and distribution
 · Hear the medical perspective from a cannabis consultant on prescribing medicinal cannabis
 · Examine how the Courts decisions are adapting to the shifting legal landscape

for 2020

MISCELLANEOUS

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=838-m%C4%81ori-intersection-with-crown-and-commercial-law-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3663
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=863-medicinal-cannabis-legal-issues-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3779
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Chair: Andrew Shelley, Director, Aviation Safety Management Systems

Latest Developments in Technology and the Law: The Issues you 
Need on Your Radar
 · UAVs and BVLOS
 · Technology integration
 · Drones Benefit Study Report (NZ) 2019

 ɓ Presented by Dr Maria A Pozza, Director - Lawyer, Gravity Lawyers

Privacy, AI and Commercial Drone
 · Drones and privacy: implications and compliance
 · Use of AI technology with drones
 · Contractual arrangements for commercial drone use

 ɓ Presented by Louise Taylor, Senior Associate, Simpson Grierson

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW11

The world of drones and advancements of drone capability is 
rapidly evolving. Join aviation and drone law leaders as they 
discuss key industry developments and provide practical insights 
into the latest developments in technology, privacy, commercial 
drone use and the CAA regulations in this not to be missed 
programme.

Chair: Pam Davidson, Barrister, Lambton Chambers

Charities Law Critical Updates
 · Review of the Charities Act:

 - Update on timing and progress, advocacy, Charities running 
businesses, structure and appeals

 · Recent charities law decisions:
 - Family First appeal / Charity Law Association Intervention 
 - Better public media appeal
 - Greenpeace appeal
 - Football Otago Youth Development Academy Trust 

 ɓ Presented by Susan Barker, Director, Sue Barker Charities Law

           PANEL DISCUSSION

Changes Affecting NFPs 
Join a leading panel of experts as they highlight the key changes 
affecting NFPs:
 · New Incorporated Societies Act
 · Trusts Act and the impact on charities
 · Privacy update for NFPs
 · Employment law issues in the NFP sector

ɓ  Panelists: Mark Von Dadelszen, Consultant, Bannister & von Dadelszen; 

Susan Barker, Director, Sue Barker Charities Law; Kathryn Dalziel, Barrister; 

Blair Scotland, Partner, Dundas Street Employment Lawyers 

Tax Update: 2019 Tax Work Program
Update on recent tax law changes and tax technical interpretations that 
impact on the Not-for-Profit sector. 
Plus, everything you wanted to ask the Inland Revenue and could not – 
Here is your chance, Ask away!

 ɓ Presented by Stewart Donaldson, Senior Policy Advisor, Inland Revenue

Impact Investing and the Cross-over with NFPs
As older income streams dry up for charities they need to be innovative 
and think about how they will survive in the future. An area of growing 
interest is impact investing where investments are made into organisations 
in a way that generates both a financial return but also a positive 
environmental or social impact.
 · Explore what impact investing is (and is not)
 · Consider the opportunity it presents for the NFP/Philanthropic Sector
 · Discuss the key attributes of impact investing
 · The types of projects which suit this model
 · The changing attitude among funders and what they consider
 · The legal side of what an organisation might need to do to be ready for this

 ɓ Presented by Steven Moe, Partner, Parry Field Lawyers

RECORDED IN MARCH 2020 $335
3 CPD HOURS  >click here to see online OND203NZW12

With significant changes set to shake up the Not-for-Profit sector, 
you won’t want to miss out on gaining insight into the most 
pressing issues facing NFPs and charities right now. Hear from 
leading NFP experts and Inland Revenue as they analyse the latest 
developments in charities, tax, incorporated societies, trusts, 
privacy and employment issues. You will gain valuable insights into 
areas of growing interest including impact investing and the cross-
over with NFPs, and how you can implement this in your practice to 
ensure you stay innovative.

DRONE REGULATION: RISK & 
LIABILITY

NOT-FOR-PROFIT LAW 
CRITICAL UPDATES

3 ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS ATTEND AND EARN 3 CPD HOURS3
Learning Objectives:
 · Consider the key changes to the Charities Act and reflect on recent case law
 · Insights into incorporated societies, trusts, privacy and employment issues affecting NFPs
 · Reflect on recent tax changes that impact on the NFP sector
 · Learn about impact investing and how to implement this in your practice

Learning Objectives:
 · Learn about the latest developments in technology and their significance for the law
 · Consider the privacy and AI implications of drone usage

for 2020

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS

         INSIGHTS FROM THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT

Taking Flight (Again): How New Zealand is Lifting its Drone 
Regulatory Framework
 · Existing framework
 · Strategy, opportunities and challenges
 · Next steps

ɓ  Presented by Marion Hiriart, Principal Advisor, International Connections, 

Ministry of Transport

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=839-drone-regulation-risk-liability-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3665
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=840-notforprofit-law-critical-updates-recorded-on-march-2020-wellington&event=3667
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   IP IN FOCUS                                        OND203NZA04A         $95 

   PROFESSIONAL ETHICS  IN FOCUS            OND203NZA04B  $125                                                                                                             

   EMPLOYMENT AND RELIGION IN FOCUS             OND203NZA04C        $125        

   HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 2015  IN FOCUS          OND203NZA04D       $125                                                                                                             

   CONSTRUCTION IN FOCUS              OND203NZA04E        $125                                                                                                                                             

   COMMERCIAL LAW AND BUSINESS  IN FOCUS          OND203NZA04F         $125                                                                                                                                             

The Current Reform of the NZ Copyright Act      >click here to see online                                                       
A selection of hot issues; updating copyright law to keep up with internet technology and applications such as streaming.

 ɓ Presented by Ken Moon, Consultant, AJ Park

Health and Safety Case Study Update     >click here to see online                                                         
5 years in, we are now starting to see the courts consider the finer points of the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015. Attend this webinar and you will 
review recent case law including how the new enforcement tools are being used and explain how enforceable undertakings can be a good alternative to 
paying a fine. Examine the trends in both in investigations - including a renewed focus on the ‘health’ part of the Act – and prosecutions.

 ɓ Presented by Sarah-Lee Stead, Special Counsel, Kensington Swan

Construction Disputes Case Update      >click here to see online                                                        
Analyse the latest building and construction cases and consider the vital takeaways you can apply to your practice. High Court cases involving defective 
buildings, and disputes regarding payments, variations, delays, earthquake strengthening and asbestos. 

 ɓ Presented by Graeme Christie, Barrister, Bankside Chambers and Lily Kennedy-Perkins, Solicitor, Simpson Grierson

Shareholder Agreements: Exit Provisions and Other Key Considerations      >click here to see online                                                           
 · Taking security for shareholder advances
 · Exit provisions: key considerations
 · Appointment and removal of directors
 · Decision making

 · Shareholders, directors and conflicts of interest
 · Whether to include ‘Companies Act’ provisions in a Shareholder 
Agreement or a Constitution

 · Restraints and confidentiality

Legal, Ethical and Professional Responsibility    >click here to see online  
 · Professional or personal? The boundaries between regulated and unregulated behaviour
 · Disqualifying conflicts in litigation
 · Various aspects of professional responsibility that come up repeatedly in legal complaints; wrongful threats, and making harmful allegations in court 
documents without an adequate evidential foundation

 ɓ Presented by Paul Collins, Barrister, Shortland Chambers

Employment Agreements for Faith Based Organisations    >click here to see online
 · Overview of case law developments relating to church ministers or pastors 
 · The nature of the relationship between churches and their employees and volunteers 
 · Developments in case law in other jurisdictions concerning churches and ministers/pastors 
 · The relationship between a church constitution and the manner in which the pastor is engaged 
 · Practical implications when assisting pastors/church ministers and churches in resolving work related matters 

 ɓ Presented by Simon Greening, Director, Gaze Burt

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR  Learning Objective: Receive an essential update on how the courts are approaching Health and Safety cases

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR  Learning Objective: Be updated on reforms to the Copyright Act

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR  Learning Objective: Receive a practical update on construction cases

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR  Learning Objective: Gain practical skills relating to exit provisions in shareholder agreements

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR   Learning Objective: Gain a deeper understanding employment issues specific to faith based organisations

1

1

1

1

1

1

Just need one more hour to complete your CPD compliance for the year? We’ve got you covered. The 1 Hour – “In Focus”  
webinar offer you everything from employment issues in religious institutions, professional ethics and responsibility, construction disputes, shareholder 
agreements, Health & Safety and more…!

ATTEND AND EARN 1 CPD HOUR  Learning Objective: Gain valuable skills to navigate the difficult ethical issues that arise in practice

 ɓ Presented by Bret Gustafson, Barrister and Chris Lee, Partner, Hesketh Henry

1 HOUR SESSIONS

1 HOUR

https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=845-ip-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3711
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=876-health-and-safety-at-work-act-2015-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3820
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=877-construction-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3822
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=878-commercial-law-and-business-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3824
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=846-professional-ethics-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3713
https://legalwiseseminars.com.au/nz/course-2/?eventtemplate=875-employment-and-religion-in-focus-recorded-on-march-2020-auckland&event=3818
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Title                              First name

Last name

Job title  

Organisation

Postal address

City                                                     P/Code                        

Email

Phone                                         

Mobile

Charge $                     to my

Expiry Date               /                 /              CVV 
Security Number for AMEX is 4 digits on front of the card. All other cards last 3 digits on back of the card. 
   

Name on Card       

Signature

Mastercard 

Amex  

Visa 

All price inc GST. This document will be a tax invoice for GST when fully completed 
and you make a payment that is under $1000. Please take a copy for your records.   
ALL registrations must be paid in full prior to the date of the event.

CREDIT
CARD

Card Number 

EFT

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THESE ON DEMAND PROGRAMS

YOUR DETAILS

PAYMENT

SEMINAR NAME Code Std. Price Recording

10 Hours in One Day for Litigation and Disputes Lawyers OND203NZA07 $810
Session 1: Family, Relationship Property and Estates Disputes OND203NZA07A $335
Session 2: Commercial Litigation Hot Spots OND203NZA07B $335
Session 3: Critical Issues in Litigation and Managing Employment 
Disputes OND203NZA07C $405

10 Hours in One Day – Critical Updates for All Lawyers OND203NZA18 $810
Session 1: Employment Law and Relationship Property Roundup OND203NZA18A $335
Session 2: Practical Commercial Law Updates OND203NZA18B $335
Session 3: Business Sales, Property Law and Construction Contracts OND203NZA18C $405
Construction in Focus OND203NZA04E $125
Construction Law: Critical Updates, Cases and Disputes OND1911NZA11 $335
In-House Counsel Summit 203NZA01 $665
Session 1: Critical Updates and Trends for In-House Counsel OND203NZA01A $405
Session 2: In-House Strategies, Leadership Roles and Operations OND203NZA01B $335
Commercial Law and Business in Focus OND203NZA04F $125
Insurance Law: Facing the Changes OND203NZA15 $335
Lawyers on Boards: Advance Your Career by Being Board Ready OND202NZW03 $335
Buying and Selling a Business: 4 Areas of Risk OND1911NZA05 $335
Credit and Consumer Law Symposium OND199NZA02 $665
Session 1: Breaking Updates and Developments in Credit Law OND199NZA02A $405
Session 2: Current and Future Challenges Affecting the Credit Law 
Sector OND199NZA02B $335

3 Major Developments: Mainzeal Case and Directors, 
Insolvency Legislation, Cross Border Recovery OND199NZA04 $335

Professional Ethics in Focus OND203NZA04B $125
Traffic and Driving Offences OND203NZA16 $405
Your Criminal Client: Your Responsibilities OND203NZA09 $335
Evidence in Criminal Matters Intensive OND199NZA05 $335
Family Law Inter-disciplinary Issues: Trusts, Tax and Domestic 
Violence OND202NZW02 $335

Employment and Religion in Focus OND203NZA04C $125
Health and Safety At Work Act 2015 in Focus OND203NZA04D $125
Discrimination Claims in Employment OND203NZA20 $245
Appearing in the Employment Relations Authority OND1911NZA01 $335
Employment Agreements Intensive OND1911NZA07 $335
Employment Law: Critical updates OND199NZA06 $335
A Statuary Interpretation Masterclass OND1911NZA10 $335
Good Decision Making in Public Law Workshop OND203NZW09 $335
Workplace Investigations in the Public Sector OND203NZW07 $335
Immigration Law: Visas Updates OND203NZA12 $665
Session 1: Critical Developments: Employment and Residence 
Categories               OND203NZA12A $405

Session 2: Updates on Policy, Health and Family Matters in 
Immigration OND203NZA12B $335

Immigration Law Conference OND1911NZA03 $585
Session 1: Employment, Partnership and Ethical Issues in 
Immigration               OND1911NZA03A $335

Session 2: Essential Policy, Processing and Deportation Updates OND1911NZA03B $335
IP in Focus OND203NZA04A $125
Commercialising IP Intensive OND203NZA06 $335
IP Infringement: How to Protect and Enforce IP Rights OND1911NZA13 $335
Contract Law: Drafting and Enforcement OND1911NZA08 $335
Contract Law Intensive OND203NZW06 $405
Dealing with Imperfect, Risky or Complex Contracts OND199NZA03 $335
Mediation Best Practices Masterclass OND1911NZA02 $335
The Civil Litigator’s Toolkit OND203NZA08 $335
Commercial Leasing Intensive OND203NZA19 $405
4 Major Property Updates OND1911NZA09 $335
Estate Planning and Succession OND203NZA10 $405
Probate: Complex, Informal and Solemn Form OND203NZA11 $335
Trusts, Wills and Estates Symposium OND1911NZA04 $665
Session 1: Running the Risk of Non-Compliant Trusts OND1911NZA04A $405
Session 2: Wills and Estates updates and Best Practice OND1911NZA04B $335
Trust Law: 4 Key Areas OND203NZA17 $335
Education Law Conference 2020 in Wellington OND203NZW08 $665
Session 1: Critical Employment Issues Affecting Schools                                                                OND203NZW08A $405
Session 2: School Governance, Staff Misconduct and Protection 
from Parents OND203NZW08B $335

Education Law Conference in Auckland OND203NZA02 $585
Session 1:  Dealing with Crises Involving Students, Parents and Staff OND203NZA02A $335
Session 2: Navigating the Employment, Family Law and Privacy 
Minefield OND203NZA02B $335

Medicinal Cannabis: Legal Issues OND203NZA22 $335
Māori: Intersection with Crown and Commercial Law OND203NZW10 $335
Drone Regulation: Risk & Liability OND203NZW11 $335
Not-for-Profit Law Critical Updates OND203NZW12 $335

REGISTRATION FORM / TAX INVOICE

Legalwise Seminars Pty Ltd
Acc no: 12-3252-0046367-00,
New Zealand IRD: 113-656-271 
Email your remittance to  accounts@legalwiseseminars.com.au

ABN 40 049 329 749,  ACN 102 742 843

The More Hours – the More You Save!

Find our pricing table on page 26 and don’t pay 
more than you need to for your professional devel-
opment.
> Go to page 26

3 PHONE 
02 9387 8133

EMAIL 
info@legalwiseseminars.com.au

WEB 
legalwiseseminars.com.au

SIMPLE WAYS  
TO REGISTER

Fill out the form and your details and send a scan to 
info@legalwiseseminars.co.nz
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